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Executive summary 

Today, an increasing number of companies stage experiences to gain competitive 

advantage (Poulsson & Kale, 2004). The concept of commercial experiences is, 

however, still emerging (Schmitt, 2011) and little is known from an international 

perspective. This thesis seeks to elucidate roles of staged experiences in forming 

consumers’ perception of a cultural event abroad. It focuses on the big Danish festival, 

Roskilde Festival, which seeks to attract German visitors by staging the Roskilde Road 

Trip experience in Hamburg. A single-case study design is applied and 13 qualitative 

interviews conducted with Road Trip participants serve as the main empirical data. The 

exploratory research finds that staged experiences play different roles ranging from 

entertainment over education to evoking feelings. The scope of these roles depends on 

how active participants are and how much time they spend with the experience.  

 

The findings have several contributions. Theoretically, the research contributes by 

extending knowledge on the role of staged experiences abroad. Existing theory states 

that experiences can educate participants by communicating intentional messages but 

my data shows that also unintentional messages may be mediated. My study further 

shows that a staged experience can give an impression of the participants and 

atmosphere of the original experience and that the experience duration is thereby a key 

factor. The research also refines knowledge on co-creation of staged experiences in two 

ways: first, it shows that by co-creating the staged experience, participants may feel 

they are co-creating parts of the original experience and second, that co-creation is 

especially valued in the concept phase. On a managerial level, the research stresses the 

importance of acknowledging that all experiences are co-created which means they 

cannot be staged with fully predictable outcomes. Moreover, a holistic experience 

should be aimed at to hinder participants getting a skewed impression. Cultural 

differences may be treated as an asset but regional characteristics should be taken into 

account. Finally, the research concludes that staging experiences can be a useful way of 

marketing a cultural event abroad because abstract features such as values, atmosphere, 

and feelings can successfully be mediated. Because the findings stem from a single-case 

study, they may not, however, be generalisable to other companies and industries but 

instead provide a basis for future research on staged experiences abroad.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

“All festival posters look the same. They list all the bands that are playing. But when the 

reason why you are going to a festival is not the bands, the advertisement should maybe be 

designed accordingly” (Interview no. 8). 

1.1 Introduction and research gap 
 

Advertising is everywhere in today’s world (Smilansky, 2009). In order to stand out in the 

omnipresence of traditional advertising, companies must develop unique ideas to attract 

consumer attention (Hoyle, 2002). Furthermore, with the general rise in wealth, consumption 

patterns change and an increasing amount of income is now spent on leisure rather than basic 

needs (Lund, Nielsen, Goldschmidt, Dahl, & Martinsen, 2005). Consequently, there is a 

“readily observed rise of demand for experiences rather than products” (Getz, 2007, p. 172), 

which evermore companies come towards by staging experiences for their customers (Walls, 

Okumus, Wang, & Kwun, 2011). 

 

Moreover, to survive in today’s world most companies need to be internationally active 

(Schmidt & Hollensen, 2006). Although the “discipline of marketing is universal (...) 

marketing practices will vary from country to country, for the simple reason that the 

countries and peoples of the world are different” (Keegan & Green, 2011, p. 43). 

Accordingly, companies that stage experiences are likely to be active outside their own 

national borders and thus confronted with complexities of the foreign market (Onkvisit & 

Shaw, 2004). 

 

Experiential marketing may be applied to most products and services (Pine & Gilmore, 2011) 

but is especially applicable when marketing complex services such as cultural events (Hoyle, 

2002). The cultural tourism sector including music tourism has increased over the last years 

(Gibson & Connell, 2005), and the festival sector is growing worldwide (Arcodia & 

Whitford, 2006), which shows the importance of the sectors. The intangibility and high level 
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of sophistication of cultural events such as festivals complicates mediation to potential 

consumers and therefore require innovative, non-traditional marketing tactics such as 

experiential marketing (Hoyle, 2002). An example of such a cultural event, that stages 

experiences abroad to market itself, is the biggest and most well-known Danish festival, 

Roskilde Festival (Rambøll, 2011). By staging the experience called 'Roskilde Road Trip' in 

three neighbouring countries, the festival hopes to gain competitive advantage and to attract 

more foreign attendants to Roskilde Festival in Denmark.  

 

According to recent literature on staged experiences, companies must create memorable 

experiences to add value to their products (Brakus, Schmitt, & Zarantonello, 2009; Pine & 

Gilmore, 2011; Poulsson & Kale, 2004). It is thus vital for companies to identify customer 

needs in order to know how to satisfy those (Schmidt & Hollensen, 2006; Tynan & 

McKechnie, 2009). However, existing literature gives little answer to what an experience is 

and moreover, the definitions stem from experience-staging organisations rather than from 

the experiencers themselves. Furthermore, most literature focuses on staging the ‘best’ 

experience from a company perspective and neglect to acknowledge that the consumer plays 

a central role in co-creating the experience. This is especially true for cultural events such as 

festivals that cannot exist without its participants (Getz, 2007). Only few argue that an 

experience is “so highly personal that it cannot be planned, designed, or (…) promised to 

event goers” (Getz, 2007, p. 210). Correspondingly, one cannot be sure whether the 

consumer's perception of an experience equals what the sender intended it to be (Jantzen & 

Rasmussen, 2007). However, this is seldom approached and little research is carried out with 

regards to the roles that staged experiences play in affecting international consumers’ 

perception. In sum, forming consumers’ perception of a product or service through a staged 

experience is a highly complex subject. Being a global player only adds to the intricacy.  

 

Literature on staged experiences is still emerging (Schmitt, 2011), and there is a need for 

experience staging companies “to have a deeper understanding of the role of customer 

experiences in influencing how customers behave” (Tynan & McKechnie, 2009, p. 502). 

Moreover, despite the wide consensus about the necessity to stage experiences (Poulsson & 

Kale, 2004) as well as to be internationally active (Schmidt & Hollensen, 2006), it appears 

that no theorists within the field of experiential marketing have ventured on researching the 

role of staged experiences abroad from a consumer perspective. Lund (2005) assesses that no 
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attempt has been made to draw conclusions on internationalisation and experiential marketing 

because of the impalpability and magnitude of both concepts. However, understanding 

international consumers’ perception of a product or service and what role staged experiences 

can play in forming this can be of key value to both the involved companies and consumers.  

1.2 Research purpose and question 
 

This thesis aims at exploring the roles of staged experiences in forming consumers’ 

perception of a cultural event abroad by investigating literature on staged experiences, co-

creation, and cultural differences and by adding empirical data. The exploratory thesis is thus 

guided by the following research question:  

 

 
 

 

To answer the question, I will look into the definition of an experience from the consumer 

perspective and research whether an experience can be fully staged or whether it is co-created 

to some degree.  

 

By adding empirical data to the existing theory on the subject, the thesis seeks to extend 

theoretical knowledge on staged experiences by re-defining roles in an international context. 

Additionally, understanding the role that staged experiences may play can also be of key 

value to other companies that stage experiences abroad and thus ultimately to the 

experiencing consumers. 

 

Figure 1 visualises the complexity of an experience that is staged abroad. The original 

experience in country A stages an experience in country B (a) through which it seeks to 

mediate knowledge, values, and feelings in order to eventually attract foreigners to join the 

original experience. Based on prior experiences and personal preferences (b), consumers 

choose to take part in the staged experience. The staged experience offers different features 

which the consumers choose among (c). The consumer then has a subjective experience (d) 

What role do staged experiences play in forming 
consumers’ perception of a cultural event abroad? 
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that may or may not be in line with what the company intended it to be. Finally, the personal 

experience may lead to assumptions on features and values of the original experience (e).   

 

 

Figure 1: Conceptual model of a staged experience abroad. 
Source: Own figure. 

 

This research focuses on the subjective experience (d) but also takes the context, such as 

prior experiences (b), into consideration and further investigates how the staged experience 

may form consumers’ perception of the original experience (e). 

1.3 Scope and delimitations 
 

Experiential marketing serves as the overall topic of this thesis. However, experiential 

marketing is a rather novel, vague, and broad concept with very unclear boundaries. 

Therefore, in order to refer to the marketing activity that a company creates abroad (point 

‘(a)’ in figure 1), I use the term ‘staged experience’. Despite not being a technical term, 

numerous experiential marketing theorists and practitioners use it and state that companies 
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stage experiences for or with consumers (e.g. McGillivray & Frew, 2007; McIntosh, 2004; 

Pine & Gilmore, 2011; Schmitt, 2003; Tsaur, Chiu, & Wang, 2007). The current research 

thus focuses on experiences that are created by companies for and with consumers contrary to 

experiences that happen randomly.  

 

Through the case, Roskilde Road Trip, I look into staged experiences by cultural events in 

general and festivals in particular. Because of the subjective nature of experiences (Jantzen & 

Rasmussen, 2007), it stands to reason to look at staged experiences from a consumer 

perspective. Although companies may have certain intentions with a staged experience, they 

cannot predict what the consumer ultimately perceives as an outcome (Jantzen & Rasmussen, 

2007). Hence, I assess an outside-in perspective to be most suitable for answering my 

research question. 

 

Consumer experiences may both be staged in the real world and in the virtual world 

(Smilansky, 2009). Although an increasing part of today’s life takes place on the web, many 

cultural events still remain in the real world, and for many young people “festivals are the 

meeting places of the modern age” (Andersson, Donald, & Mykletun, 2011, p. 67). Roskilde 

Road Trip also takes place physically and accordingly, real world experiences are the focus 

of this research. Furthermore, although Roskilde Road Trip is staged in different countries, I 

only focus on the German consumers’ perception, reasons for which are discussed in chapter 

2.2.1. 

 

Several other marketing concepts are somewhat related to experiential marketing and 

including them might have enlightened other aspects of consumer experiences. In the more 

overarching concept of event marketing, for example, planned experiences are likely to play 

an important role (Getz, 2007). However, event marketing includes many other aspects such 

as promotion, advertising, PR, etc. (Hoyle, 2002) that are not relevant for the focus of my 

specific research question. Moreover, events do not imply the same level of co-creation as 

experiences do (Poulsson & Kale, 2004). Event marketing is therefore not further dealt with. 

 

Another marketing concept that some (e.g. Heitzler, Asbury, & Kusner, 2008) view as close 

to experiential marketing is guerrilla marketing. Levinson (2010) describes its key features as 

being inexpensive, unexpected, creative, swift, cheap, and unconventional. Despite certain 
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overlaps, guerrilla marketing, however, do not necessarily lead consumers to use and 

experience a product, while creating a frame where the consumer can spend time with a 

product is the essence of experiential marketing. Guerrilla marketing is thus not included in 

this research. 

 

Furthermore, the thesis will not look into customer–brand relationships and consumer 

psychology. These topics may be closely related to parts of the thesis but are overarching 

concepts that are regarded as going beyond the thesis scope.  

 

Finally, the thesis will not assess whether or not Roskilde Road Trip was overall a success. 

Answering this question would involve too many factors that would be difficult to obtain, 

measure, and evaluate. However, the thesis will investigate what kinds of knowledge and 

values were communicated through the staged experience. The narrow focus on the roles of 

staged experiences of cultural events is appropriate as a basis to conduct empirical research, 

to answer my research question, and to explore new concepts that may contribute to the 

theory on experiential marketing while complying with the thesis scope. 

1.4 Definition of key terms  
 

“Consumer” = the person who actively takes part or somewhat passively absorbs a staged 

experience. The consumer is also referred to as the customer or experiencer. 

 

“Culture” = used in two ways in the thesis. First, culture on a national or societal level refers 

to “learned behaviour and ideas that human beings acquire as members of society” (Schultz 

& Lavenda, 2012, p. 6). Second, culture relates to arts and human intellectual achievement 

such as music, art, theatre, literature etc. (Cambridge Dictionaries, 2013). When used in the 

latter sense, I from now on solely use it as an adjective (e.g. cultural events) for clarification 

purposes.  

 

“Event” = one-time or infrequent, special, temporary happenings such as festivals 

(Andersson et al., 2011). 
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“Experience” = used in the experiential marketing sense where it is staged by a company. It 

is "an engaging act of co-creation between a provider and a consumer wherein the consumer 

perceives value in the encounter and in the subsequent memory of that encounter" (Poulsson 

& Kale, 2004, p. 270).  

 

“Festival” = a themed, temporary cultural event that offers more than just “packaged 

entertainment and a party atmosphere” (Getz, 2007, p. 183). A festival is also a staged 

experience but will not be referred to as such to avoid confusion with other staged 

experiences.  

 

“Perception” = “a process by which individuals organize and interpret their sensory 

impressions in order to give meaning to their environment” (Robbins, 2005, p. 134). Because 

perception is based on an individual’s experiences, values, and cultural background, it is 

highly subjective (Hollensen, 2003). 

 

“Staged experience” = a commercial experience created by a company for and with a 

consumer (Poulsson & Kale, 2004). 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 
 

This first chapter has introduced the subject of the thesis and presented the research question 

which will guide the rest of the paper. The following chapter introduces the thesis case, 

Roskilde Road Trip and Roskilde Festival. Chapter 3 presents and argues for the strategic 

research choices applied to answer the research question. The theoretical framework is 

discussed in chapter 4 and brings light to current research on staged experiences, co-creation 

and cultural dimensions. Following that, chapter 5 elucidates the data collection and analysis 

methods in detail. Chapter 6 presents the main findings from the empirical data. These are 

finally discussed in chapter 7, implications and limitations are brought forth and the thesis is 

concluded. 
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2 PRACTICAL BACKGROUND 

 

This chapter introduces the research case. First, the original experience, Roskilde Festival, is 

briefly introduced followed by the staged experience Roskilde Road Trip. A conceptual 

model is presented to give an overview of the Road Trip experience and case boundaries are 

discussed. The arguments for the choice of the case study research design are discussed in 

depth as part of the methodology chapter (chap. 3.5).  

2.1 Roskilde Festival - the original experience 
 

Roskilde Festival was founded in 1971 and is today one of the biggest music and culture 

festivals in Northern Europe (Roskilde Festival, 2013a). The festival is a “cultural event 

offering quality experiences based on modern music and creative kinship” (Roskilde Festival, 

2013e). The event annually gathers about 130.000 participants, volunteers, artists, and media 

people on a show yard in Roskilde (Roskilde Festival, 2013a), temporarily making it the 4th 

largest city in Denmark (Danmarks Statistik, 2012). The non-profit organisation is mainly run 

by more than 30.000 volunteers (Roskilde Festival, 2013f) and donates all profit to 

humanitarian and cultural projects (Roskilde Festival, 2013d).  

 

From a Danish perspective, Roskilde Festival is in a league by itself due to its size, offering, 

and participant composition (Rambøll, 2011). 98% of all Danes have heard about the cultural 

event, and one third of all Danish adults have been there at least once (Rambøll, 2011). The 

Roskilde Festival experience is difficult to put in words but is often referred to as ‘Orange 

Feeling’: “the feeling of being at Roskilde Festival” (Flachs Madsen, 2013, p. 14). It is “what 

makes people return year after year. The orange feeling is hard to describe – it must be 

experienced” (Roskilde Festival, 2013c). Although not easy to pin down, it includes 

community spirit and ‘more than music’ activities such as a skating area, climbing walls, 

football tournaments, performance art, parades, a creative zone with 3D printers and sewing 

machines, and much more. Moreover, focus is on up-and-coming artists, organic food, and 

sustainability. And of course on music. 
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Many European companies partly depend on international buyers due to their own small 

country and market size (Onkvisit & Shaw, 2004). This is especially true for a small country 

like Denmark. Furthermore, for a cultural event such as Roskilde Festival that seeks to 

educate and shape young people (Roskilde Festival, 2013b), having attendants from different 

cultures is central. Today, however, the Danes make out about 85% of the participants while 

they were slightly in the minority just a decade ago (Roskilde Festival, 2013h). Roskilde 

Festival has therefore in the last few years started working on attracting more foreigners with 

extensive amounts of posters, flyers, and online banners, with moderate success. This might 

be related to the fact that the festival experience and the Orange Feeling are difficult to 

mediate in written form, especially to foreigners who have little or no prior knowledge about 

the Danish festival. As suggested by Hoyle (2002), festivals instead ought to apply non-

traditional marketing methods, and that is what Roskilde Festival started doing in 2012 by 

staging the Roskilde Road Trip experience. 

2.2 Roskilde Road Trip - the staged experience 
 

Roskilde Road Trip is a campaign born out of Roskilde Festival’s internationalisation 

strategy that aims at attracting international attendants to the cultural event in Denmark 

(Roskilde Festival, 2013g). In April 2013, Roskilde Road Trip took place in five North 

European cities1 for the second year in a row with the main objective of raising awareness 

about the festival as a “unique, international, audience-involving music, art and culture 

festival” (Roskilde Festival, 2013g, p. 6) and to promote its ‘more than music’ aspect. 

Furthermore, Roskilde Road Trip seeks to “expand the musical horizon with up-and-coming 

music, [and] expand the creative horizon with workshops and co-creating the festival” 

(Roskilde Festival, 2013g, p. 6). In sum, it intends to offer “a taste of the Orange feeling” 

(Roskilde Festival, 2013g, p. 8) to ultimately attract more foreign attendants. 

 

Unlike most companies that seek to promote their products by linking an experience to the 

product itself, Roskilde Festival creates a small “replica” (Roskilde Festival, 2013g, p. 8) 

where an experience takes place in order to attract foreigners to try the original experience. 

The project leader, Christine Byriel, explains the need for a staged experience: ”Everybody 

                                                
1  Oslo, Bergen, Gothenburg, Malmö and Hamburg. 
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who has been to Roskilde Festival knows the unique atmosphere. This is difficult to 

communicate on a poster or a homepage, so on Roskilde Road Trip we create the 

atmosphere, so that participants in our neighbouring countries can feel it themselves” 

(Flachs Madsen, 2013, p. 14). The replica underlies several limitations (e.g. different time of 

year, space, participants) and is not meant as a 1:1 copy but rather as an extract with similar 

features and atmosphere as the original experience.  

 

The scarce literature on experiential marketing in an international perspective makes 

Roskilde Road Trip a particularly interesting case that is well suited for exploratory research 

(Yin, 2009, p. 09). Staging a copied experience is, to my knowledge, a unique way for 

cultural events to promote themselves abroad. In combination with Roskilde Festival’s major 

importance for Danish cultural life (Rambøll, 2011), the staged experience, Roskilde Road 

Trip, makes a unique and significant case for this research. Having held Roskilde Road Trip 

for only two years implies that the case is not (yet) a paramount example of successfully 

staged experiences. For example, it attracted fewer participants than planned (Roskilde 

Festival, 2013g). Unfortunately, the exact numbers are confidential but from my view as a 

researcher, the concertgoers were well represented while the number of workshop 

participants was far smaller than expected. Nevertheless, Roskilde Road Trip has been 

successful in communicating many of Roskilde Festival’s values (Roskilde Festival, 2013g) 

and is therefore regarded as an appropriate case for exploring possible roles of staged 

experiences in forming consumers’ perception across national borders.  
 

2.2.1 Case boundaries 

 

Although the Road Trip took place in several countries, this research solely focuses on 

Roskilde Road Trip in Hamburg for both theoretical and practical reasons. Of the three 

countries where the staged experience took place, Germany is the country that is culturally 

furthest away from Denmark according to Hofstede et al. (2010) (app. F.1 and F.2). Also 

House et al. (2004) group Denmark and Sweden into the same group, namely the Nordic 

Europe Cluster2, while Germany falls into the Germanic Europe Cluster3. Because culture 

                                                
2 Norway is not included as it is not amongst the 62 participating countries. The Nordic Europe Cluster further 

includes Finland. 
3 The Germanic Europe Cluster further includes The Netherlands, Austria and Switzerland. 
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may influence perception (Schmidt & Hollensen, 2006), Germany is thus assessed to be the 

most interesting country of the three to research when being interested in how consumers’ 

perception may be formed through staged experiences. Furthermore, I was on site during the 

entire Road Trip in Hamburg to represent Roskilde Festival whom I work for on a voluntary 

basis. Finally, I speak German which enables me to conduct the interviews in the native 

language of the interviewees.  

 

The thesis focuses solely on the six days of execution from April 15 to April 20, 2013 and not 

on the preparations, advertisement, media coverage, or Facebook activities, as these are 

considered irrelevant in answering the research question. The length of the staged experience 

is moreover long enough for participants to immerse and short enough for me to cover.  

 

Roskilde Road Trip in Hamburg is carried out with major help from the local festival, MS 

Dockville, through which access to the North German market and customers is gained. In 

order to showcase the unique features of Roskilde Festival, the staged experience is divided 

into two parts: workshops that promote the 'more than music' and co-creative aspects during 

the day, and concerts that promote the up-and-coming musical focus during the last three 

nights. The full programme can be found in appendix B. Furthermore, a short description of 

the main workshops as well as pictures of the activities can be found in appendix C.1 to C.6. 
 

2.2.2 Conceptual model 

 

Figure 2 shows the conceptual model in this specific case. The Danish cultural event, 

Roskilde Festival, stages an experience in Germany called Roskilde Road Trip (a) and 

thereby provides an environment for a desired consumer experience to happen. Based on 

prior knowledge and experiences (b), participants choose to take part in the Road Trip. He or 

she is confronted with the different activities and possibilities and chooses some of these (c). 

Each participant experiences a subjective experience (d) that may or may not be in line with 

what Roskilde Festival intended the Road Trip experience to be like. The personal experience 

may lead to assumptions that reflect back on Roskilde Festival (e). Again, this is a subjective 

perception and may not correspond to what Roskilde Festival actually is. Now, that the 

practical background has been introduced, I will turn to the research strategy of the thesis.  
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Figure 2: Conceptual model with case information. 
Source: Own figure. 
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3 RESEARCH STRATEGY 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to present and explain the research strategy applied in this 

paper. In the following, the choice, use, and consequence of the applied scientific guidelines 

are presented starting from overall assumptions and then going into detail about the specific 

approaches.  

 

 

Figure 3: Research strategy overview. 
Source: Own figure. 

 

Figure 3 presents an overview of the applied research strategy and the outline of this chapter. 

First, the research purpose which forms the basis for the following choices is outlined. After 

that, the choice of the philosophical positions of constructionism and interpretivism is 

explained. The inductive research approach is then discussed as well as the exploratory 

purpose of this empirical study. Following that, the case study strategy and the mainly 

qualitative nature of data is discussed. Finally, reliability, validity, and limitations of the 

above choices are presented.  
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3.1 Research purpose  
 

Kvale & Brinkmann (2009) argue that we must first be clear about what we want to find out 

and thereafter determine how to do it. Therefore, the research purpose together with the 

research question (chap. 1.2) serve as a basis for the subsequent chapters on methodology.  

 

This thesis aims at shedding light on the roles of internationally staged experiences from a 

consumer’s perspective. Despite globalisation and the increased use of staged experiences, 

little empirical research has been conducted in an international context. The aim of the thesis 

is to explore what role staged experiences play in forming consumers’ perception of a 

cultural event abroad. As experiences are subjective by nature (Jantzen & Rasmussen, 2007), 

I take an outside-in perspective which in this case means the perspective of the German 

Roskilde Road Trip participants.  

3.2 Research philosophy 
 

The choice of philosophical positions not only shows the way in which the researcher sees 

the world, but it also has practical considerations for the research design (Easterby-Smith, 

Thorpe, & Jackson, 2008). However, the choice of positions should not be based on the 

researcher’s preferences but the “subject matter [which] enjoys primacy, and (…) dictate[s] 

which methods to use” (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 305). The two research philosophies to 

be considered in the following are ontology and epistemology.  

 

Ontology is concerned with the view of reality and covers the two positions: objectivism and 

constructionism. Objectivism sees reality as controlled by fixed, universal laws (Heldbjerg, 

2011) and existing independently of social actors (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). On 

the contrary, constructionism understands reality as being subjectively “created from the 

perception and consequent actions of social interaction” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 111), 

resulting in socially and experientially based mental constructions different from person to 

person (Heldbjerg, 2011). Knowledge is thus largely made up of interpretations rather than 

“awareness of an external reality” (Stake, 1995, p. 170). 
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This research seeks to understand consumers’ perception of cultural events from their own 

point of view. Taking an outside-in perspective with subjective perceptions, thoughts, and 

feelings strongly suggests working with qualitative data. The research subjects have different 

backgrounds and contexts and thus different meanings about the interview topics (chap. 

5.1.3). Accordingly, the ontological perspective of constructionism is appropriate as 

“constructivists believe in pluralistic, interpretive, open-ended, and contextualized (…) 

perspectives toward reality (Creswell & Miller, 2000, pp. 125–126). 

 

Epistemology is concerned with what is acceptable knowledge in a discipline (Bryman, 

2012). There are basically three ways of viewing knowledge. Firstly, positivism works with 

similar methods as natural science where evidence must be produced through our senses and 

generate law-like generalisations (Bryman, 2012). Valid knowledge originates from the 

object itself (Sonne-Ragans, 2012), and research is unaffected by the researcher and thus 

value-free (Saunders et al., 2009). Secondly, realism acknowledges the existence of social 

structures independently of the human mind but emphasises the importance of our subjective 

thoughts and beliefs (Saunders et al., 2009). Consequently, it is the subject that determines 

whether or not knowledge is knowledge (Sonne-Ragans, 2012). Thirdly, interpretivism 

emphasises the fact that we are human beings studying other human beings and not objects. 

Also, the qualitative researcher is part of what he or she researches (Belk, Fischer, & 

Kozinets, 2013). Consequently, findings are co-created through interaction between the 

researcher and the researched (Heldbjerg, 2011) and research is thus value-bound (e.g. 

Saunders et al., 2009). Interpretivism thus sees both subjectively and objectively originated 

knowledge as valid (Sonne-Ragans, 2012). 

 

The studied subjects in this thesis are human beings that attribute meaning to experiences. I 

as a researcher also attribute meaning, reflect, and interpret the world around me and 

construct meaning through interaction. This research therefore calls for interpretivism that 

allows gaining knowledge about processes and meanings through conversation with study 

subjects (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008).  

 

A realist and positivist position might quantitatively have enlightened other aspects of my 

case (e.g. Roskilde Festival ticket sales development in Hamburg since the first Roskilde 

Road Trip) but is not appropriate for my question concerning perception, experiences, and 
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senses. Such positions would aim at a single, absolute truth (Bryman, 2012) and not be 

compatible with knowledge production through qualitative interviews that are, however, 

regarded as necessary to answer the research question. The chosen philosophical positions set 

the stage for several methodological choices which will be explained in detail in the next sub-

chapters.  

3.3 Research approach 
 

There are two main views of the relationship between theory and research: deductive and 

inductive. In the deductive approach, a hypothesis based on careful literature review is 

systematically tested and either supported or rejected (Bryman, 2012). Inductive research, on 

the other hand, seeks to build theory from the observation of empirical data (Saunders et al., 

2009). The relationship between theory and empirical evidence may, however, not always be 

clear-cut, as deductive approaches often entail parts of inductive reasoning and vice versa 

(Bryman, 2012).  

 

Since existing literature has not provided a framework for working with internationally 

staged experiences (chap. 1.1), it makes sense for this paper to apply an inductive approach 

and have the empirical data as a starting point rather than the theory. In concrete terms, I 

apply the inductive approach when gaining knowledge on perception of staged experiences 

based on statements by individuals and relating this to the literature (chap. 6 and 7). Inductive 

research seeks to gain understanding of the meanings, feelings, and thoughts people attach to 

experiences (Saunders et al., 2009). The approach therefore also supports the philosophical 

choices which highlight knowledge creation through social interaction (chap. 3.2).  

3.4 Type of study  
 

Research can be categorised as descriptive, explanatory, and exploratory. Descriptive 

research seeks to describe “an accurate profile of persons, events or situations” (Robson, 

2002, p. 59) and thereby provide a clear picture of the phenomena (Saunders et al., 2009). 

Explanatory research seeks to explain “causal relationships between variables” (Saunders et 

al., 2009, p. 140), while exploratory research seeks to explore “what is happening; to seek 
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new insights; to ask questions; [and] to assess phenomena in a new light” (Robson, 2002, p. 

59).  

 

Given the investigative nature of the research question, the paper is mainly exploratory. The 

approach allows an initially broad focus to become “progressively narrower as the research 

progresses” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 140), and it is open to change in direction due to new 

insight through empirical data which suits the emerging nature of this paper. However, the 

research also entails descriptive parts with regards to the case. The thereby enhanced 

contextual understanding of the case in turn furthers the exploratory data collection.  

3.5 Research design 
 

The thesis case, Roskilde Road Trip, was introduced in chapter 2.2. In this sub-chapter, the 

arguments for the research choice of the case study are discussed. “A case study is an 

empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-

life context” (Yin, 2009, p. 18). Such a research design allows the researcher to intensively 

investigate real events in a detailed and holistic way (Bryman, 2012; Yin, 2009). It allows to 

focus on both the phenomenon itself as well as its settings (Robson, 2011; Yin, 2012) and 

may relate to one or few organisations, events, or individuals (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008). 

 

My research question requires an in-depth investigation of a present social phenomenon. I 

therefore apply a single-case study research design to serve as my framework for the 

collection and analysis of data. This design focuses on the “dynamics present within single 

settings” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 534) and is concerned with clarifying the “unique features of 

the case” (Bryman, 2012, p. 69). In my case, I am interested in perception details of a cultural 

event from a foreign consumer’s perspective, and how participating in a staged experience 

may influence this. This is evident and observable in the case of Roskilde Road Trip.  

 

Through the case I want to extend knowledge on experiential marketing in an international 

setting. However, it should be noted that the aim of this single-case study is not to find 

generally valid truths but to show how truth is perceived in this specific case. The ontological 

perspective of constructionism sees truth as relative and allows the researcher to interpret the 
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empirical data without aiming at breeding generalisations (Saunders et al., 2009). Instead, the 

researcher “presents a specific version of social reality, rather than one that can be regarded 

as definitive” (Bryman, 2012, p. 33). Taking a consumer perspective also fits well with 

interpretivism that seeks to understand the world from the research subjects’ point of view 

(Saunders et al., 2009). 

 

Case studies both allow for inductive as well as deductive approaches (Yin, 2009). However, 

when qualitative data is predominant as in this case (chap. 3.6), case studies tend to take an 

inductive approach (Bryman, 2012) which is in line with the choice of research approach 

(chap. 3.3). Also, the case study design is applicable in both descriptive, explanatory, and 

exploratory studies (Yin, 2009), but is particularly useful for the two latter (Saunders et al., 

2009). Furthermore, it is suitable when the studied case is likely to reveal explorations that 

are “too complex for the survey or experimental strategies” (Yin, 2009, p. 20). 

 

Using a multiple-case study research design could have had analytic benefits, as similar 

results stemming from two or more cases are more trustworthy (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 

2009). Also, having empirical data from different cases might have led to additional findings 

in the perception of a cultural event abroad. However, due to difficulties getting access to a 

similar cultural organisation doing experiential marketing with a staged experience outside its 

national borders as well as time and resource constraints, no further cases were included in 

this study. I acknowledge that using a single-case study limits the analytic generalisability of 

results.  

 

Other research design possibilities include, but are not limited to, action research, 

ethnography, experiments, grounded theory, and surveys (Saunders et al., 2009). The 

research question could also have been answered with ethnography which seeks to “gain 

insights about a particular context and better understand and interpret it from the 

perspective(s) of those involved” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 150). However, the emic 

perspective of ethnography requires a long-term attachment in order to fully immerse with 

the culture of the research environment (Bryman, 2012; Yin, 2009). My research on a 

contemporary and relatively short experience therefore makes a case study more suitable.  
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Grounded theory may also have answered the research question, as it inductively develops 

theory from a series of mostly qualitative data similar to case studies (Robson, 2011). It, 

however, emphasises examining empirical data prior to the literature review (Schmidt & 

Hollensen, 2006) and then refining methods and subjects by going back and forth between 

theory and data collection which was not possible during the short time frame of Roskilde 

Road Trip. Further, the task of grounded theory is to “develop theory through ‘comparative 

method’, through looking at the same event or process in different settings or situations” 

(Easterby-Smith et al., 2008, p. 100). Developing theory from data generated for example at 

both Roskilde Road Trip 2012 and 2013 might have answered my research question in a very 

thorough way but would have exceeded the thesis scope. Grounded theory is thus deselected 

as a research design. However, for the analysis of the empirical data it proves helpful and is 

therefore applied later as an analysis strategy (chap. 5.1.6). 

3.6 Research strategy 
 

General research orientation can be categorised as quantitative and qualitative. Both are 

concerned with the reduction of data, relating it to literature following transparent procedures 

with the goal of answering a research question, but are different in many other ways 

(Bryman, 2012). Quantitative research has “grown out of scientific search for cause and 

effect expressed ultimately in grand theory” (Stake, 1995, p. 39). It employs numerical data 

and is usually concerned with the quantification of data (Saunders et al., 2009). It often 

follows a positivist and objectivist position and is mostly associated with the deductive 

approach (Bryman, 2012).  

 

Qualitative research, on the other hand, emphasises non-numeric data such as words and 

pictures (Saunders et al., 2009). Qualitative researchers look into descriptive details and 

“behaviour, values, or whatever must be understood in context” (Bryman, 2012, p. 401). 

Most often, it follows an inductive approach as well as interpretivist and constructivist 

positions (Robson, 2011). However, just like the above choices between philosophical 

positions, research approaches etc., the distinction between the two types of data “is a matter 

of emphasis—for both are mixtures” (Stake, 1995, p. 36) and may be combined (Saunders et 

al., 2009). 
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“Qualitative research claims to describe life-worlds (…) from the point of view of the people 

who participate” (Flick, Kardoff, & Steinke, 2004, p. 3). It further aims at understanding 

people’s thoughts (Schmidt & Hollensen, 2006). Being interested in consumers’ perception 

of a cultural event including subjective values and thoughts calls for qualitative data. Also, 

the need for interpretation of empirical data rather than the search of a cause and effect 

relationships mainly favours qualitative data. But, where applicable, quantitative data is 

drawn at to corroborate qualitative findings (chap. 5.2).  
 

The choice of qualitative data is well in line with the above methodological choices. 

Qualitative research is “interpretative research, with the inquirer typically involved in a 

sustained and intensive experience with participants” (Creswell, 2009, p. 177) which is true 

in this case and which works well with the epistemological perspective of interpretivism. It 

also suits the constructivist view of pluralistic perspectives toward reality (Creswell & Miller, 

2000), as it accepts different facets of meaning and interpretation of empirical data (Schreier, 

2012). Moreover, qualitative research is in line with the data-driven, inductive approach, as it 

is in general concerned with generating theory rather than testing hypothesis (Bryman, 2012). 

Likewise, it supports the exploratory nature of research, as qualitative research initially has 

an open focus which is continuously narrowed down (Bryman, 2012). Finally, qualitative 

data is the most common data form in case studies (Yin, 2009) and for some (e.g. Stake, 

1995) even the only appropriate form of data, making it an appropriate fit for my research 

design. Qualitative data in form of interviews is therefore chosen as my main source of data 

(chap. 5.1). 

 

The research question would have been difficult to answer with purely quantitative data. The 

absence of theoretical knowledge on international experiential marketing would have made it 

troublesome to use quantitative data as my main source of data. Moreover, being interested in 

an in-depth understanding of experiences and perceptions would have been difficult to go 

about with merely numerical data that mostly focus on breadth rather than depth (Flyvbjerg, 

2006). Still, as quantitative data may reveal relationships between a few variables (Stake, 

1995), it gets to play a supporting role in form of a small questionnaire carried out during 

Roskilde Road Trip while qualitative data in form of interviews is given priority. The inquiry, 

handling, and analysis of data are discussed in detail in chapter 5.  
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3.7 Reliability and validity 
 

“Issues of bias and rigour are present in all research involving people” (Robson, 2011, p. 

157). In order to judge the quality of the research design, one must look into reliability and 

validity. Although they are in the following presented separately for clarification purposes, 

they are closely related as validity presumes reliability (Bryman, 2012). Thus, a high degree 

of reliability indicates a high degree of validity (Yin, 2009). 

 

“Reliability refers to the extent to which your data collection techniques or analysis 

procedures will yield consistent findings” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 156). Compared to 

quantitative research where the reliability of research practices is related to formal tests, 

scales, and scores, reliability may be a more vague subject in qualitative research (Robson, 

2011). From a constructivist viewpoint, reliability concerns the transparency about how sense 

was made from the empirical data (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008). Yin (2009) suggests having 

a case study protocol that shows the steps of how the research was done. A brief version of 

this can be found in appendix D. In order to additionally secure transparency, an English 

version of the interview guide and the questionnaire have been attached (app. J and L). 

Furthermore, a clear “chain of evidence” (Yin, 2009, p. 122) allows the reader to follow all 

steps from initial research question to ultimate conclusions. This is done by explicitly 

explaining the choices of research strategy (current chapter), included literature (chap. 4), and 

methods (chap. 5). 

 

Validity is concerned with whether the findings are accurate and actually measure what they 

are intended to (Saunders et al., 2009). According to Yin (2009), there are three types of 

validity: internal, external, and construct validity. The first, internal validity, deals with 

whether a concluded causal relationship between variables is valid (Bryman, 2012). It is thus 

mainly a concern for explanatory research (Yin, 2009) and therefore not further dealt with. 

The second type, external validity, concerns whether or not results from one research are 

generalisable beyond this specific research (Saunders et al., 2009). In this paper the single-

case study research design does not allow for statistical generalisations beyond the case of 

Roskilde Road Trip. However, unlike surveys where a small sample is representative for a 

larger population, a single-case is neither a sample nor meant to be representative (Bryman, 

2012). On the contrary, case studies are about particularisation (Stake, 1995). Therefore, 
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rather than focusing on statistical generalisations, this case study aims at expanding theory 

through analytical generalisations (chap. 5.3) where results are generalised to a broader 

theory rather than a population (Yin, 2009). Finally, the third type of validity, construct 

validity, is enhanced through corroborating sources of evidence. As construct validity is 

mainly a topic in the data collection phase (Yin, 2009), it is discussed in chapter 5.  

3.8 Methodological sum up 
 

This chapter has introduced the research strategy applied in the thesis. The purpose of this 

paper is to extend the theoretical framework of experiential marketing within the field of 

cultural events in an international light. All methodological choices are made based on their 

ability to help answer the research question. Being interested in consumers’ perception that 

might include several views on what is true, it is necessary to follow the ontological 

perspective of constructionism. Further, the focus on human beings that attribute meaning to 

events calls for interpretivism which allows for qualitative, co-constructed data. Due to the 

limited literature on the subject, I apply an inductive approach to this exploratory study to 

gain new insights and extend theoretical knowledge. A single-case study design is applied to 

collect mainly qualitative data and finally, reliability and validity issues concerning the 

chosen strategy have been discussed.  

 

In sum, the philosophical positions are congruent with the design, approach, and type and all 

choices have been made in order to best answer the research question. Having clarified the 

methodological choices, I will now turn to the theoretical framework of this research.  
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4 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

This chapter presents a review of recent relevant literature within the field of staged 

experiences that serves as the main guiding theory of this thesis. Additionally, the research 

draws on supporting theories of the service-dominant logic and its focus on co-creation as 

well as on theory on cultural differences.  

 

Some authors (e.g. Eisenhardt, 1989; Glaser, 2001) argue that exploratory researchers should 

aim at starting data collection without previously reviewing literature “because preordained 

theoretical perspectives or propositions may bias and limit the findings” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 

536). However, without knowledge of prior work on the research topic, it is impossible to 

know what emerging findings are new (Belk et al., 2013). Even inductive research that seeks 

to extend rather than test existing theory thus needs some previous review of the most 

relevant literature (Saunders et al., 2009). In the following, I therefore look into literature on 

experiences, co-creation, and culture. 

4.1 Staged experiences 
 

The theoretical field of experiential marketing is still in its rising (Gentile, Spiller, & Noci, 

2007). In the following, some key authors are introduced.  
 

4.1.1 Background 

 

Despite claims of recent authors (Pine & Gilmore, 2011) about having discovered 

experiential marketing, experiences have been around for a long time such as Disneyland that 

started staging experiences back in the 50’s (Disneyland, n.d.). Hirschman and Holbrook 

(1982) identified fantasies, feelings, and fun as important aspects of experiences in the 80’s 

and they later refer back to even earlier works of others. A decade later, Schulze (1992) 

stated that society was changing and life was increasingly about enjoyment and happiness 

through experiences which he summarises as follows: “typical for the people in our culture is 
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the project of living a nice life” (Schulze, 1992, p. 35). However, terms such as ‘experiential 

marketing’ and ‘experience economy’ have first come to life recently. Howsoever, staged 

experiences are on its rise and a significant topic within marketing (Gentile et al., 2007; Pine 

& Gilmore, 2011; Poulsson & Kale, 2004; Schmitt, 2011; Shaw & Ivens, 2002).  
 

4.1.2 Definitions 

 

Staged experiences may refer to almost anything from a café experience over a driving 

experience to a shopping experience, just to name a few examples. While there are numerous 

salient examples, there is no consensus about a concrete definition of what an experience 

actually is, what it entails, and what it results in (Jantzen & Rasmussen, 2007). The confusion 

about the term ‘experience’ may further be due to the fact that the word has many different 

meanings in English while it in other languages is broken down into more terms4. It may for 

example refer to a process, a participation, a sensory or cognitive feeling, or a skill 

development (Tynan & McKechnie, 2009). 

 

Instead of providing an exact definition, most authors evade this by listing paramount 

examples such as Disney or Apple or by defining key characteristics such as memorability 

(e.g. Pine & Gilmore, 2011). Failing to provide a concrete definition of experiences, Pine & 

Gilmore (2011) state that companies stage such “whenever they engage customers, 

connecting with them in a personal, memorable way” [emphasis in the original] (Pine & 

Gilmore, 2011, p. 5). Schmitt (1999b) defines experiences as “private events that occur in 

response to some stimulation (…) [and] often result from direct observation and/or 

participation in events” (Schmitt, 1999b, p. 60). Similarly, Tsiotsou & Goldsmith (2012) 

understand experiential marketing as “the art of creating an experience where the result is an 

emotional connection to a person, brand, product or idea” (Tsiotsou & Goldsmith, 2012, p. 

268). 

 

Poulsson & Kale (2004) provide the, in my opinion, most useful definition, namely "an 

engaging act of co-creation between a provider and a consumer wherein the consumer 

perceives value in the encounter and in the subsequent memory of that encounter" (Poulsson 
                                                
4 In German, for example, there is a distinct difference between ’Erfahrung’ and ’Erlebnis’ that are both 

included in the English word ‘experience’. 
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& Kale, 2004, p. 270). This definition goes beyond the ones of Schmitt (1999b), Pine & 

Gilmore (2011) because it acknowledges participants as an important player in an experience. 

Tynan & McKechnie (2009) moreover add that experiences are mostly shared with other 

people. 

 

Interestingly, most definitions and descriptions stem from the perspective of the experience 

stagers and not the experiencers themselves. Getz (2007, p. 171) thus notes: “How people 

describe event experiences as they occur, and talk about them afterwards, remains in large 

part a mystery a researchers and producers”. 
 

4.1.3 Roles and goals 

 

Experiences may be anything from indifferently entertaining to “profoundly transforming” 

(Getz, 2007, p. 196). According to literature, staged experiences most often perform the 

following roles: entertain (Brakus et al., 2009; Holbrook, 2000; Pine & Gilmore, 2011), 

mediate new knowledge (Poulsson & Kale, 2004), mediate new skills (Tynan & McKechnie, 

2009), evangelise people to persuade others to engage with it (Holbrook, 2000; McConnell, 

2003), and allow for an escapist encounter (Holbrook, 2000; Pine & Gilmore, 2011). These 

roles are visualised in figure 4.  

 

Figure 4: Roles of staged experiences according to literature. 
Source: Own figure. 
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Similar to other marketing tools, the underlying goal of staged experiences is to influence 

customer preferences through the above-mentioned roles and thereby ultimately provoke 

purchase decisions (Gentile et al., 2007). Tynan & McKechnie (2009) argue that today’s 

consumers no longer solely choose products based on rational reasoning. They “take 

functional features and benefits, product quality and a positive brand image as a given” 

(Schmitt, 1999a, p. 57) and instead seek products that stimulate them.  

 

Pine & Gilmore (2011) introduced the term ‘experience economy’ as the successor to the 

agrarian, industrial, and service economy. The term already suggests that the authors see the 

goal from an economic angle and thus argue that companies must stage memorable 

experiences to add value to their products in order to gain competitive advantage. Similarly, 

coming from a company and brand orientation, the goal of experiential marketing according 

to Schmitt (1999b) is to provide customers with valuable experiences in order to ultimately 

improve sales.  
 

4.1.4 Success metrics  

 

In order to achieve the goal of provoking purchase decisions, the staged experience must be 

perceived as good as possible by the consumer. Poulsson & Kale (2004) assess experiences to 

be successful when they engage consumers in a personally relevant way, offer novelty and 

surprise, and mediate knowledge.   

 

Pine & Gilmore (2011) and Arnould et al. (2005) define successful experiences as personal 

and memorable. The former authors moreover see involvement and connection level as the 

two most important dimensions of experiences that combined make up four different types of 

experiences that are shown in figure 5 and briefly explained here: 

• Entertainment, passively absorbing an experience through one’s senses  

• Education, gaining knowledge or skills through active participation  

• Escapist, immersing in an experience through active participation  

• Aesthetic, immersing in an environment without affecting it  
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Figure 5: The four realms of an experience. 
Source: Adapted from Pine and Gilmore (2011, p. 46). 

 

Despite providing no empirical foundation, the authors argue that blurring the boundaries 

between realms will enhance the realness of an experience. Consequently, the richest and 

most memorable experience entails aspects from all categories which I have visualised with a 

twirl in figure 5. Another claim about the possibility of adding value to experiences is to 

sensorialise goods by engaging the five senses: “the more effectively an experience engages 

the senses, the more memorable it will be” (Pine & Gilmore, 2011, p. 88). Contrary to the 

first claim that the two authors seem to be the only ones arguing for, the latter is supported by 

other authors such as Getz (2007) and Schmitt (1999b). 

 

Brakus et al. (2009) divide experiences into similar dimensions like Pine & Gilmore (2011) 

according to what they appeal to, namely: 

• Sensory experiences that appeal to the five senses 

• Affective experiences that appeal to feelings and emotions 

• Intellectual experiences that appeal to analytic and imaginative thinking 

• Behavioural experiences that appeal to desirable behaviours and lifestyles 

• Social experiences that appeal to relationships and broader social context 

 

These dimensions are based on Schmitt (1999b) who with equally little empirical foundation 

as Pine & Gilmore (2011) claims that creating holistic experience that incorporate all five 
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qualities will “result in memorable and rewarding brand experiences” (Schmitt, 1999a, p. 

57). 
 

4.1.5 Importance and necessity  

 

“We are in the middle of a revolution (…) that will change the face of marketing and 

advertising forever” (Schmitt, 1999b, p. 3). While not phrased equally drastic, there is though 

general agreement that staging experiences is one important determent of company success 

(Gentile et al., 2007). There is, however, disagreement about whether a shift in focus from 

traditional marketing to experiential marketing is vital for survival. While some (e.g. Pine & 

Gilmore, 2011; Schmitt, 1999) claim that companies cannot endure in today’s world without 

connecting experiences to all kinds of products, others (e.g. Holbrook, 2000; Poulsson & 

Kale, 2004) argue that “not all consumers are looking for memorable experiences in all 

transactions” (Poulsson & Kale, 2004, p. 275). However, most agree that staging experiences 

offers competitive advantage (Tynan & McKechnie, 2009). 
 

4.1.6 Shortcomings 

 

In general, theoretical knowledge on experience is still limited though emerging rapidly 

(Gentile et al., 2007). Definitions are plentiful but often shallow and mostly have a company 

perspective which seems problematic when determining subjectively perceived experiences.  

 

Experience literature by marketing practitioners and consultants such as Pine & Gilmore 

(2011) and Schmitt (2011) is rich with examples and check lists but lacks empirical 

foundation. Instead, “anecdotal evidence of the financial success” (Poulsson & Kale, 2004, p. 

268) of paramount examples is presented. In his newest book, Schmitt (2011) admits that the 

experience concept is not yet well researched empirically which is an explicit 

recommendation for further research that I follow with my research.  

 

Furthermore, despite staged experiences being central for global success (Pine & Gilmore, 

2011), the topic has not sufficiently been researched in an international perspective. I 

therefore add literature on national culture which is presented in chapter 4.3. Also, 
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experiences do not only take place during the experience itself but also before (searching, 

planning) and after (remembering, retelling) and can therefore not be separated from its 

context (Arnould et al., 2005; Lund et al., 2005) (fig. 1 in chap. 1). However, this is another 

little researched aspect of experiences. 

 

Finally, most literature suggests that experiences can be staged with a predicted outcome and 

even provides specifications for the best kinds of experiences. However, some argue that an 

experience “is so highly personal that it cannot be planned, designed, or event promised to 

event goers” (Getz, 2007, p. 210). There is thus disagreement about the consumer’s role in 

staged experiences. Carù & Cova (2007) argue that staged experiences range from being 

mainly created by the company to being highly co-created with the consumer. In the co-

creative perspective, companies provide an environment for the individual experience to 

be co-created which is the topic of the following sub-chapter.  

4.2 Co-creation 
 

Co-creation of value is a rather new topic with relatively little theoretical knowledge (Payne, 

Storbacka, & Frow, 2008). It is, however, central to both staged experiences such as Roskilde 

Road Trip as well as cultural events like Roskilde Festival, as both cannot exist without 

active participants who co-create the experience. In the following, the key thinkers on the 

topic are presented. 
 

4.2.1 Service-dominant logic 

 

The service-dominant logic is a new “marketing-grounded understanding of value and 

exchange” (Lusch & Vargo, 2006, p. 281) that focuses on intangible resources, co-creation of 

value, and relationships (Vargo & Lusch, 2004a). It presents a marketing logic that is more 

suitable for today’s dynamic markets than traditional control-oriented models (Ballantyne & 

Varey, 2008) and supplier-centric value-chains (Gummesson, 2008). 

 

The revised logic changes the marketing focus from tangible goods with embedded value to 

intangible resources where value is determined by the use which consequently includes the 
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consumer as a value co-creator (Vargo & Lusch, 2004a). The service-dominant logic is 

apprehended in a framework of ten foundational premises (Vargo & Lusch, 2008), of which 

two are especially interesting for this thesis: Premise six states that “The customer is always a 

co-creator of value” (Vargo & Lusch, 2008, p. 7) and premise ten declares: “Value is always 

uniquely and phenomenologically determined by the beneficiary” (Vargo & Lusch, 2008, p. 

7). A list with all ten premises and a brief explanation can be found in appendix E.  

 

Akaka, Vargo & Lusch (2012) argue that value is not created by companies during 

production but on the contrary “customers are always active participants in the creation of 

value” (Akaka et al., 2012, p. 14). Put in simple terms, a product or service has no value in 

itself but first becomes valuable when it is sold, used, and maintained (Gummesson, 2008). 

As a result, the customers become active co-producers rather than passive targets (Vargo & 

Lusch, 2008), and the point in time where value is created is shifted from manufacture to 

consumption (Payne et al., 2008). Consequently, contrary to the traditional company-centric 

view of the dominant logic, the value of a product or service is no longer determined by the 

producer but by the beneficiary (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004; Vargo & Lusch, 2008). 

 

Finally, despite the recently increased implication of value co-creation, “more research and 

empirical studies are also needed to better understand the processes and complex structures 

through which value is cocreated” (Akaka et al., 2012, p. 47). 
 

4.2.2 Co-creation of staged experiences 

 

Back in the 90’s, Schulze (1992) already noted that people tend to underestimate their own 

influence on the experiences they have. Although still not acknowledged by some (e.g. Pine 

& Gilmore, 2011), experiences are by definition user driven as they require an active 

contribution of the consumer (Jantzen & Rasmussen, 2007). Consequently, the notion of co-

creation is highly valid for staged experiences that are worth nothing if participants do not 

attach value to them by taking part. 

 

Every experience is individual and personalised through active participation of every single 

participant (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). Consequently, it requires “researchers and 
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practitioners to consider both the experiencer (…) and the experience provider in any 

discourse on experiences” (Poulsson & Kale, 2004, p. 275). Companies must acknowledge 

that they cannot stage an experience for the consumer but only with the consumer (Tynan & 

McKechnie, 2009). Acknowledging and managing the co-creational aspect of staged 

experience together with the consumer bears large potential (Akaka et al., 2012) and can be 

seen as “the key to unlocking new sources of competitive advantage” (Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy, 2004, p. 7). 

4.3 Culture  
 

Pine & Gilmore (2011) and Schmitt (1999b) argue that staging experiences is crucial for 

companies to be successful in the global market place. However, while the former do not 

mention international particularities at all, Schmitt (1999b) only briefly notes that doing 

experiential marketing on a global scale raises some challenges because different cultures 

might prefer different types of experiences.  

 

Researching a case that works across two different nations requires looking into theory on 

national culture. “Mindful value comparison on a cultural group membership level acts as a 

critical first step toward better understanding of potential cultural differences and 

similarities“ (Ting-Toomey & Chung, 2012, p. 43). In the following, I therefore review some 

of the most important value comparison studies on culture, namely the cultural dimensions by 

Hofstede et al. (2010) and the GLOBE5 study. Although the dimensions by Trompenaars & 

Hampden-Turner (2012) also ought to be included, their calculated values for Denmark are 

very similar and partly identical to the German values (app. H). Their dimensions are thus 

less helpful in contrasting the two cultures and are consequently not included. 
 

4.3.1 Definitions  

 

As noted in the key terms in chapter 1.4, I refer to culture as in national culture. Hofstede et 

al. (2010) define culture as „the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the 

members of one group or category of people from others“ (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 6). With 

                                                
5 Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness Research Project. 
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‘programming’ they mean that culture is learned over time from the environment. Along 

similar lines but putting it in more concrete terms, House et al. (2004) describe culture in 

similar terms as the “shared motives, values, beliefs, identities, and interpretations or 

meanings of significant events that result from common experiences of members of 

collectives“ (House et al., 2004, p. 15). Likewise, Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner (2012) 

define culture as “a shared system of meanings (…) [that] dictates what we pay attention to, 

how we act, and what we value” (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 2012, p. 17). Finally, 

also Ting-Toomey & Chung (2012) define culture similarly as „a learned meaning system 

that consists of patterns of traditions, beliefs, values, norms, meanings, and symbols that are 

passed on from one generation to the next and are shared to varying degrees by interacting 

members of a community” (Ting-Toomey & Chung, 2012, p. 16). In sum, all agree that 

culture is not innate but something underlying that is shared with and learned from the people 

in the environment over time. 
 

4.3.2 Cultural dimensions 

 

Different dimensions have emerged from different studies amongst which the study by 

Hofstede et al. (2010) is “the best known cross-cultural study” (House et al., 2004, p. 239) to 

date. Through statistical analysis of data collected in 76 countries, they explain national 

cultural differences with regards to six cultural dimensions: 1) Power distance, 2) 

Individualism vs. collectivism, 3) Masculinity vs. femininity, 4) Uncertainty avoidance, 5) 

Long- vs. short-term orientation, and 6) Indulgence vs. restraint. 

 

A short description of the cultural dimensions can be found in appendix F.3. The last 

dimension was first added in 2010 and is thus not very well documented in literature yet. 

However, it is the dimension that seems of highest interest with regards to whether or not 

people want to spend money on traveling to a foreign country to visit a cultural event.  

 

In similar ways, the GLOBE study has researched 62 countries with regards to 9 dimensions 

on cross-cultural leadership (House et al., 2004). These are: 1) Performance orientation, 2) 

Assertiveness orientation, 3) Future orientation, 4) Humane orientation, 5) Institutional 

collectivism, 6) In-group collectivism, 7) Gender egalitarianism, 8) Power distance, and 9) 

Uncertainty avoidance. 
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The study is largely based on Hofstede et al.’s (2010) work, but a major difference is that 

findings are divided into actual society practices (the state of affairs) and society values 

(what people believe it should be). This is interesting for the current research that focuses 

on consumer perspective and subjective truth. Although the study focuses on leadership 

and their research subjects therefore only include managers, several dimensions are still 

relevant for my research on Danish and German cultures. A short description as well as 

values for the two countries can be found in appendix G.1.  
 

4.3.3 Cultural dimensions of Denmark and Germany 

 

In the following, I present the cultural values of Denmark and Germany by Hofstede et al. 

(2010) and the GLOBE study (House et al., 2004) and briefly describe what the values mean. 

The calculated values of both studies can be found in appendix F.2 and G.1.  

 

Hofstede6 

Denmark has a very low power distance which means that Danes believe in flat hierarchies, 

independency and egalitarianism. Communication is direct and on a first name basis. 

Germany is also a low power distance country, though not as much as Denmark which means 

that Germans also dislike control from superiors but accept it from experts. Their 

communication style is also direct but people are addressed more formally. Both Danes and 

Germans are highly individualistic and thus prefer a loose community framework where 

everybody takes care of themselves and the closest family only.  

 

The biggest difference between the two countries is to be found in the masculinity dimension. 

Germany is found to be very masculine where performance and assertiveness is highly valued 

and status is openly shown with for example cars. Denmark, on the other hand, is a very 

feminine society that focuses on work-life balance, equality, and that values incentives like 

free time and flexible hours. In short, Danes work in order to live, while Germans live in 

order to work.  

 

                                                
6 Based on Hofstede (2010) and http://geert-hofstede.com/denmark.html (last retrieved: 13.11.13). 
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The low uncertainty avoidance score of the Danes means that they are generally relaxed, not 

afraid of lose structures and change of plans but rather curious and open towards new things. 

On the contrary, Germans seek to avoid uncertainty through thorough planning and order 

which is captured in the German proverb ‘there must be order’. With regards to short and 

long-term orientation, Denmark is balanced while Germany is slightly more short-term 

orientated which means that the latter is more focused on fast results and less prone to saving 

money. Finally, the Danes score high on the indulgence dimension, meaning that they allow 

relatively free gratification of enjoyment and fun which is strongly connected to happiness, 

while Germans feel restricted to spend too much money on such delights.  

 

GLOBE7 

According to the GLOBE study, Denmark and Germany are nearly equally performance 

oriented, meaning that both cultures value performance and excellence rather than loyalty and 

belonging. In Germany, this can be for instance be found in the school system that separates 

pupils from an early age according to grades. With regards to power distance, they are very 

different though. Denmark has the lowest power distance score which is in accordance with 

previous findings by Hofstede et al. (2010). Germany, on the contrary, scores very high 

which is visible in their formal greeting styles and clear hierarchies of relationships. This 

finding contradicts the findings by Hofstede et al. (2010). In terms of assertiveness and 

aggressiveness, Denmark scores low while Germany is one of the highest scoring countries 

which implies that endurance, ambition, and frank behaviour is highly valued by Germans. 

Congruously, Denmark has one of the highest gender egalitarianism scores which also match 

with Hofstede et al.’s (2010) findings on the Danish society being a very feminine one. 

Germany is rather neutral and thus has more defined gender roles than Denmark.  

 

With regards to humane orientation, Germany has the lowest score while Denmark scores 

rather high. This means that Denmark to a higher degree values altruism, fairness and 

generosity which is for example observable in their engagement in voluntary work. They 

moreover have a higher tolerance towards error and trust in handshake deals while Germans 

rely on written contracts. Concerning institutional collectivism, Germans score rather low 

while Denmark is one of the highest scoring countries, meaning that they encourage 

                                                
7 Based on House et al. (2004). 
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collective resource distribution which for instance is visible in their high taxes. Both 

countries have a low in-group collectivism score and thus put the individual before the 

community which is in accordance with Hofstede et al.’s (2010) high individualism scores.  

 

Finally, both countries are future-oriented with Denmark having the higher orientation which 

means that the country to an even higher degree values future-oriented behaviours such as 

saving and visionary planning. Relatedly, both countries are among the highest uncertainty 

avoidant countries which implies that they favour planning to avoid ambiguous situations as 

well as rely on social norms and bureaucratic practices. While the German value corresponds 

to what Hofstede et al. (2010) found, the Danish value stands in sharp contrast to this.  

 

As noted earlier, the GLOBE study differentiates between societal practices and societal 

values. Although there are partly major differences between the practices just presented, it is 

interesting to note that what people from both countries think it ought to be is very similar 

(app. G.2). This means that they have a very similar view on what would be best practice. 

Furthermore, it is interesting to note that in six out of nine dimensions, the German societal 

value points towards both the Danish practices and values which suggests that Denmark is 

overall doing ‘better’.  
 

4.3.4 Limitations of cultural dimensions 

 

Characterising countries according to dimensions as the authors presented in this chapter is 

helpful but should also be treated with care. To paint everybody within a national culture 

with the same brush can give a very superficial and narrow view. Amongst others, Signorini 

et al. (2009) criticise such an approach as an oversimplification of cultural differences and 

also disapproves the treatment of culture as static. Similarly, McSweeney (2002) criticises the 

assumptions of national heterogeneity. Nonetheless, the cultural dimensions can be helpful in 

understanding and comparing national cultures as long as the dimensions are not understood 

as factual depictions but rather as tendencies of national cultures. Now, that the theoretical 

framework has been introduced, I will turn to data collection methods.  
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5 METHOD 

 

Case study data may come from different sources (Yin, 2009). This chapter presents how the 

empirical data in this thesis was collected and analysed. It presents interviews as the main 

source of data which is supported by data collected with a questionnaire. 

5.1 Data collection through interviews 
 

Experiences are subjective, and no two people can have the exact same experience because 

they trigger personal memories and emotions that are deeply rooted in personal history and 

expectations (Jantzen & Rasmussen, 2007). In order to answer my research question about 

the role of staged experiences in forming consumers’ perception, it therefore makes sense to 

collect data by interviewing Roskilde Road Trip participants.  
 

5.1.1 Choice of doing interviews 

 

Interviews are one of the most important sources in case study research (Yin, 2009) and 

qualitative research (Bryman, 2012). “An interview is literally an inter view, an inter-change 

of views between two persons” [emphasis in the original] (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 2). It 

is neither a strictly structured query nor a non-directive normal chat between equal partners 

but rather a guided conversation about certain themes steered by the researcher (Yin, 2009). 

Interviewing is “a knowledge-producing activity” (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 47) growing 

out of the interaction between the interviewer and the research subject. That means that 

knowledge is constructed by both parties. 

 

The types of interviews range from tightly structured interviews with pre-set, closed 

questions to unstructured, open-ended interviews (Seidman, 2013). For this exploratory 

research, flexible semi-constructed interviews are applied as they provide structure and keep 

focus while allowing the researcher to keep an open mind towards new themes that may 

emerge (Bryman, 2012). Being interested in people’s perception which is a personal 
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interpretation of data and thus highly subjective (Hollensen, 2003), it stands to reason to hear 

consumers’ own interpretation of it. Qualitative interviews give access to stories through 

which consumers describe their world (Silverman, 2005) and are a valid way of creating 

knowledge according to my epistemology (chap. 3.2). Interviewing further allows me to ask 

research subjects to elaborate on answers which is helpful when talking about subjectively 

perceived topics such as experiences and culture.  
 

5.1.2 Interviewees 

 

Due to the exploratory nature of the research, interviewees were recruited by means of a 

convenience sample. In total, I collected fourteen names and email addresses during Roskilde 

Road Trip in Hamburg, of whom all but one were later interviewed8. The sample size is very 

suitable for qualitative interview studies; the amount is small enough to be able to go in depth 

with each interview (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009) and the number is sufficient to reflect the 

range of participants (Seidman, 2013). Finally, all final codes and themes (app. K) are to be 

found within the first nine interviews which suggests that theoretical saturation has been 

reached with the number of research subjects interviewed.  

 

The only requirement for the interviewees was that they had been present at Roskilde Road 

Trip which was easy to secure by approaching them directly on site. Many declined when 

hearing that the interview would be taped. Only when assured anonymity, some consented to 

being interviewed. In the following chapters they are thus presented with their interview 

number, for example I01 for interviewee number one (table 1). Apart from the requirement of 

having been at the staged experience, there were no other barriers such as education, sex or 

age because such parting is not of interest in the current research question.  

 

The interviewees consist of two groups of people: visitors and helpers. Seven visitors were 

interviewed. As Roskilde Road Trip was divided in two parts (workshops and concerts), it 

was interesting to interview people from both groups. Thus, three were interviewed who were 

mainly there for the workshops, another two interviewees mainly came to hear concerts while 

the last two came to spend time with friends who helped out. Five of the seven were on site 

                                                
8 One visitor later withdrew his offer. 
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for only one day while two spent five and six days respectively at the staged experience. In 

addition to the seven visitors, six helpers were interviewed. These people helped out during 

Roskilde Road Trip for which MS Dockville had recruited them. Because they were as new 

to Roskilde Road Trip and Roskilde Festival as the visitors, their perception of the staged 

experience is equally interesting. In addition to welcoming and showing visitors around, most 

of them also actively took part in the workshops and concerts and can therefore also be seen 

as active participants. 
 

No. Sex Age Occupation Visitor/ 
Helper 

Days 
on site 

Thesis 
code 

Mp3 Trans-
cript 

1 F 33 Unemployed (prev. 
music promoter) 

Visitor 1 I01 N.1 O.1 

2 M 29 Unemployed (deg. 
in museology) 

Helper 6 I02 N.2 O.2 

3 F 29 Operations manager Helper 6 I03 N.3 O.3 

4 F 24 Editorial dept. 
intern 

Visitor 5 I04 N.4,  
N.4b 

O.4 

5 F 22 Cultural sciences 
student 

Helper 6 I05 N.5 O.5 

6 F 29 Logistics manager Visitor 1 I06 N.6 O.6 

7 M 30 Research assistant Visitor 1 I07 N.7 O.7 

8 M 26 IT student, founder 
of a game company 

Visitor 1 I08 N.8 O.8 

9 M 43 IT manager Visitor 6 I09 N.9 O.9 

10 F 24 Social worker Helper 6 I10 N.10 O.10 

11 F 27 Actress Helper 6 I11 N.11 O.11 

12 M 24 Computer scientist Visitor 1 I12 N.12 O.12 

13 M 25 Social sciences 
student 

Helper 6 I13 N.13 O.13 

Table 1: Interviewee overview. 
Source: Own table. 

 

Table 1 presents an overview of the people who were interviewed. A more detailed table can 

be found in appendix I. Despite sampling by convenience, the rate between the sexes is 

almost equal. The ages range from 22 to 43 with 28 being the average. The length of stay at 
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Roskilde Road Trip ranges from a few hours to all six days with an average of two days for 

the visitors while all helpers were there all six days. The occupation status includes both 

employees, self-employed, students, and unemployed people. This exploratory study is 

conducted with a single case and does therefore not aim at producing fully generalisable 

results (chap. 3.7). Hence, the sample is not a representative of a bigger sample and the 

uneven composition of the research subjects with regards to age, occupation and length of 

stay does therefore not pose a problem for the study outcome. All provide valuable 

information to the subject of the thesis and all interviews are thus included. 
 

5.1.3 Interview guide 

 

Semi-constructed interviews are usually organised along the lines of an interview guide 

(Lewis-Beck, Bryman, & Liao, 2004) that flexibly leads the interview in the right direction. 

Such a guide may both include overall topics to be covered but may also contain “a detailed 

sequence of carefully worded questions” (Kvale, 2007, pp. 56–57). Because my research is 

exploratory, my interview guide covers topics rather than exact phrases. The theory-driven 

questions in the interview guide mainly relate to the work of Poulsson & Kale (2004), Pine & 

Gilmore (2011) and Hofstede et al. (2010) but are formulated in everyday language without 

naming authors and technical terms to make the questions more comprehensible for the 

interviewees. The guide thus covers the topics that are crucial to answering my research 

question but from the interviewees’ perspectives rather than the researcher’s. My research 

question about what role staged experiences play in forming consumers’ perception of a 

cultural event abroad is broken down into parts according to the conceptual model (fig. 2) 

presented in chapter 2. The interview guide consists of four topics, namely:  

• Experiences in general 

(experience definition and clarification, prior experiences and personal preferences) 

• Roskilde Road Trip 

(perception of the staged experience, perception of Roskilde Festival) 

• Favourite festival 

(experience definition and clarification, motivations and expectations) 

• Cultural differences between Danes and Germans 

(prior knowledge on Danish culture, connection to Roskilde Festival)  
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Starting with an experience of their own choice is a light introduction that makes them talk 

freely and forget their eventual anxiety. After the short introduction, the interview is guided 

towards the case experience, Roskilde Road Trip. The interviewees are encouraged to 

provide a detailed description of the happenings, the context, and their personal feelings and 

thoughts. Thereby, both the external structures as well as the subjective experiences are 

accounted for. If not attended to by themselves, workshops and concerts are prompted. The 

interviewees are then led to the third subject on festivals, including a detailed description of 

their favourite festival. This topic is rounded off with showing them the Roskilde Festival 

poster. The final subject concerns their perception of Danish and German culture, as culture 

may influence perception (Schmidt & Hollensen, 2006). Apart from the four main themes, 

there is a briefing, background information, and a debriefing. The same interview guide is 

used for both visitors and helpers but with minor changes in wording. An English translation 

of the originally German interview guide is included in appendix J. 

 

Doing unstructured interviews or having no interview guide might have revealed other 

aspects about consumers’ perception. However, it would probably also have given much 

irrelevant information on a topic this open. Thus, guiding the questions along similar lines as 

previous literature on staged experiences and adding the international perspective myself is 

assessed to provide more useful answers for answering my research question. 

 

Before travelling to Hamburg to collect data, two pilot tests were carried out. The interview 

guide as well as the interview situation were tested with two Germans in Copenhagen. The 

test interviewees had not been to Roskilde Road Trip and had therefore received a description 

and some pictures of the staged experience while the rest of the questions could be answered 

without further information. The pilot test resulted in some small alterations of the interview 

guide due to misunderstandings and unclear formulations. Furthermore, it gave confidence 

with the interview situation, equipment, and quality as well as provided an idea of what kind 

of answers to expect.  
 

5.1.4 Carrying out the interviews 

 

All interviews were conducted by the researcher and carried out between June 6 and June 14, 

2013. They were carried out in German in order to get as rich and exact answers as possible. 
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For the most part, the interviews were carried out face-to-face in Hamburg. However, due to 

scheduling problems, three were conducted via Skype. The interview setting was sought to be 

as comfortable as possible so the interviewees could speak their mind. Therefore, the face-to-

face interviewees were asked to chose the interview location themselves which ranged from 

their home to public spaces to my family’s home (app. I).  

 

Prior to the interviews, the research subjects were briefly informed that the thesis is about 

experiences and Roskilde Road Trip. They were encouraged to ask in case of unclarity in 

order to prevent misunderstandings and I also asked for clarification when answers were not 

fully comprehensible for me. Also, they were encouraged to interrupt if they suddenly 

thought of other examples to earlier subjects. The interviews lasted between half an hour and 

one hour, averaging at 37 minutes. All interviews were taped and can be found on the 

enclosed CD (app. N.1 to N.13).  
 

5.1.5 Transcription of the interviews  

 

All interviews were transcribed in full length by the researcher. Upon completion, the 

transcripts were read through while listening to the recorded interview to make sure nothing 

was incorrect or missing. Securing transcript validity is challenging as there is no final 

answer to what a correct transcription is (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). I therefore based my 

transcription on the usefulness for the research question. Every hearable word has been 

transcribed but as I am not doing a linguistic analysis but rather focus on meaning, laughter, 

pauses and intonations have largely been left out9. All 13 transcripts can be found on the 

enclosed CD (app. O.1 to O.13). 

 

Please note that due to the fact that the interviews were carried out in German, the transcripts 

are also in German. However, parts that are presented as quotes in the report (chap. 6) have 

been translated to English. The translations are kept as close to the original as possible but 

due to the occasionally halting verbal style of the interviews, quotes have sometimes been 

altered slightly to give a better flow in the written presentation. 
 

                                                
9 Irony and some laughter have been noted in the transcripts for clarity. 
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5.1.6 Qualitative data analysis 

 

The qualitative data in form of the transcripts is analysed by mainly applying a grounded 

theory procedure. As analysed by Jones & Noble (2007), grounded theory has evolved over 

time and may be applied in various ways with different goals. However, there is consensus 

about its appropriateness for inductively developing theory (e.g. Corbin & Strauss, 2008; 

Eisenhardt, 1989) which makes it suitable for this research. Moreover, since the analysis is 

guided by the research question and as some possible roles of staged experiences have 

already been established in previous research, these are also taken into account. The analysis 

process is led by a categorisation of meaning that comprises coding and theming (Saunders et 

al., 2009). For this task, the research software NVivo10 is used because it is helpful in 

handling the large amounts of data, supports the coding process, and enables easy access to 

the coded material afterwards. 

 

In practice, coding was done by systematically looking through one interview after another 

and coding all relevant material in five coding rounds. Not focusing too much on the 

literature but rather keeping an open eye on emerging themes, the initial coding round was 

mainly data-driven. Everything that seemed of potential interest was coded, resulting in many 

parts being marked with several codes. These codes were taken into account in the next 

rounds that were increasingly focused. The fourth round did not result in additional codes and 

lastly, the transcripts with its visually marked codes were read through a fifth time to make 

sure that all relevant material that might help answer the research question had been taken 

into account. The many coding rounds resulted in thorough familiarity with the transcript 

content.  

 

Thereafter, the codes were grouped into categories such as possible roles of staged 

experiences whereby category names derived from both literature and from the empirical 

data. These categories were explored both one by one and in comparison. Evidence was 

condensed and tabulated to get a sense of direction and search for patterns, consistencies, and 

inconsistencies. Furthermore, answers from different sub-groups were compared, for example 

helpers vs. visitors, or one-day visitors vs. several-days visitors. The final code sheet with 

brief descriptions of each code can be found in appendix K. 
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The data that contains most codes and is consequently the most giving for this research, 

stems from helpers and returning visitors. This is probably due to the fact that they spent 

most time on site and therefore are more likely to have gone through a higher transformation 

than visitors who were only there for a few hours. By summarising, interpreting, and 

combining pieces of the transcribed data, empirically based conclusions about the role of 

staged experiences in forming consumers’ perception are drawn (chap. 6). Finally, the 

empirically based findings are compared to existing literature and discussed in light thereof 

(chap. 7). 

5.2 Data collection with a questionnaire 
 

In addition to the interviews, a questionnaire serves as an additional source of primary data. 

A simple self-completion questionnaire was designed with SurveyMonkey and carried out 

during the Road Trip to give a first impression on the participants’ level of knowledge with 

regards to Roskilde Festival. The questionnaire is in German and consists of 9 short questions 

asked in simple language and has been pre-tested on five Germans to secure 

comprehensibility. A translated version of the questionnaire can be found in appendix L.  

 

Data was collected during all six days of the staged experience by approaching workshop 

participants and concertgoers and have them fill out the questionnaire directly on a laptop. 

Unfortunately, the data collection took place under restricted circumstances, and only 29 

survey responses were collected. Firstly, the number of workshop participants was 

significantly lower than expected and secondly, despite a high number of participants during 

the last three concert nights, only few were willing to fill out a questionnaire as they were 

there to party. Due to the low amount of responses, the results are not representative but they 

may roughly indicate participants’ perception of the Danish festival. Conveniently, despite 

anonymity, nine survey respondents can be coupled with interviewees with certainty due to 

gender, age, and times of Roskilde Festival visits and therefore serve as supporting data to the 

interview data. 

5.3 Reliability and validity  
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In order to enhance reliability, the research process and framework has been presented in 

detail in this chapter and chapter 3. Quality issues are overcome through thorough 

preparation and carrying out of the interviews. Firstly, a well planned interview guide is 

designed and tested in the original language prior to the real interview situation which 

ensures questions being comprehensible, unbiased, and non-leading.  

 

Secondly, the interviews take place where the interviewees feel comfortable. I realise that my 

voluntary work for Roskilde Festival may influence the interviewees’ answers and I therefore 

actively counteract this bias by guaranteeing anonymity, explicitly asking for their honest 

opinion, and emphasising that I do not write this thesis with or for the festival. I am also fully 

aware of the fact that my voluntary work may influence my own objectivity and therefore 

continuously and consciously reflect on my research choices and focus on being neutral in 

both data collection and analysis.  

 

Finally, a high degree of transparency is established through extensive appendices including 

the interview guide (app. J), the survey (app. L), the transcripts (app. O.1 to O.13), and the 

Mp3 files of the recorded interviews (app. N.1 to N.13). Despite transparency, another 

researcher repeating the research by following the exact same steps may not gain the same 

data and yield same results. Even if I would carry out the same research again, results may be 

different. This is because the study subjects are humans where context matters and results 

may thus reflect the situational factors of that specific interview situation (Bryman, 2012).  

 

Internal validity is increased by mailing the findings to the interviewees and have them 

confirm and comment on them. Using multiple interviewees from the case enhances construct 

validity. In addition to the interviews, supporting evidence is applied in form of the 

questionnaire data and observations. Although observation is not carried out systematically, a 

prolonged engagement at the research site enhances validity because the researcher has a 

chance to get to know both participants and settings (Creswell & Miller, 2000). Being 

together with the participants over a period of time builds trust so that they will be more 

willing to give more details during the interviews. Moreover, understanding the settings and 

context enables the researcher to build a holistic case. My presence at Roskilde Road Trip 

during the whole week thus allows me to get in contact with participants as well as to gain a 

thorough understanding of the happenings on site. Furthermore, it later helps understand and 
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contextualise interviewee statements by comparing the data with observational recalling 

(Creswell & Miller, 2000) and detect inconsistencies between what is said and what was 

actually done (Belk et al., 2013). 

 

I realise that the small amount of conducted interviews cannot be generalised to all other 

settings or be representative of all cases. However, this is not the goal of qualitative research 

(chap. 3.7), and the interviewees are not meant to be representative of the German 

population. In this study, one case and 13 research subjects are studied in depth. The choice 

of the case study design and the case itself have been discussed in chapter 2.2 and 3.5 

respectively while the interviewees have been presented earlier in this chapter. Despite not 

allowing for statistical generalisations, a study like this may offer analytic generalisability 

(Yin, 2009). Several of the roles of staged experiences that emerged from the empirical data 

support existing findings while some roles presented in chapter 6 are new and thus 

complement theory on staged experiences. The relationship to existing theory demonstrates a 

broader significance of my case findings and the new findings are thus accessed to possibly 

be valid for other similar staged experiences too.  

5.4 Sum up 
 

The current chapter has presented interviews as the main method of data collection including 

the choice of doing interviews, how they are prepared, carried out, handled, and analysed. 

Furthermore, a short questionnaire delivers supporting data. Moreover, the handlings of 

reliability and validity concerns have been presented. Now that the methods and methodology 

as well as the practical and theoretical framework have been presented, I will turn to the 

findings of the case study and clarify the roles of staged experiences in forming consumers’ 

perception.  
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6 FINDINGS  

 

This chapter presents the main findings that emerged from the empirical data. To determine 

what role staged experiences can play in forming consumers’ perception of a cultural event 

abroad, insights are mainly drawn from the qualitative interviews but supported with survey 

data where applicable. Citations are included to substantiate the findings, and all original 

interviewee quotes can be found in appendix O.1 to O.13 according to table 1 in the previous 

chapter. Additionally, short descriptions and pictures of the discussed workshops can be 

found in appendix C.1 to C.6 that might enhance understanding of the topics below. 

 

The qualitative analysis of the empirical data reveals that staged experiences are likely to 

have a number of roles in forming consumers’ perception, some of which support earlier 

findings in literature while others are new. All roles are presented in figure 6 where they are 

arranged according to their level of abstraction. Firstly, the role of entertaining participants is 

presented, secondly the educational aspects of the experience are described and finally, the 

possibility of mediating feelings is explored. Before getting to these roles, the research 

subjects’ prior perception of superior experiences, festivals, and Danish culture is introduced 

as this partly affects how the staged and the original experience are perceived. Lastly, a 

finding with regards to the time spent at the staged experience is presented.  

6.1 Prior perception 
 

Experiences not only take place in the moment of experiencing but also before and after 

(Arnould et al., 2005). Moreover, consumers are different and so is their preference of 

engagement in value co-creation (Vargo & Lusch, 2004b). Experiences must therefore be 

understood in context. Accordingly, it makes sense to look at the research subjects’ prior 

perception of previous experiences, Roskilde Festival, and other festivals and Danish culture. 

Firstly, this can clarify what they understand as an experience and secondly, the prior 

perception partly influences their choice of partaking in activities as well as affect their 

subjective interpretation of the staged experience.  
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Figure 6: Roles of staged experiences according to my research. 

Source: Own figure. 

 

Experiences  

Examining the interviewees’ experience examples reveals that experiences can have a wide 

range of features. They may have happened recently or several years ago and take just a short 

moment or a few weeks. They may be a once in a lifetime happening, happening on a yearly 

basis, or happening often. They may take place in the nearby area, somewhere else in the 

country, or abroad and finally, they may be both positive and negative. In addition to the 

wide range of experience characteristics, experiences are found to be subjectively and thus 

individually perceived which is in accordance with previous research (e.g. Jantzen & 

Rasmussen, 2007). To name an example, one interviewee described one of her most 

memorable experience that she had had in her life. Although, she had experienced it together 

with her sister, the sister cannot remember it. This shows that experiences are perceived and 

memorised differently from person to person.  
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Despite this seemingly all-embracing range, an analysis of the interviewees’ independent 

statements about the features of very positive experiences reveals a clear pattern of 

reoccurring characteristics. These are: 

• Entertainment, be entertained and have fun 

• Escapism, get away from everyday life 

• Activity, actively take part and have a say 

• Novelty, see/hear/feel/taste/smell something new or unusual 

• Sociability, be with friends, get to know people, feel part of a group 

 

Consequently, for the research subjects of this study an experience is a happening with novel 

aspects that one actively takes part in together with other people, which results in forgetting 

everyday life for a while. Because this definition stems from the consumers of experiences 

and not the companies creating such, the experience stager is missing. Apart from that, it 

generally fits well with current literature on staged experiences (chap. 4.1.2) and also with the 

research case. There are, though, differences in wording which on the first sight indicates 

discrepancy. For example, Getz (2007) argues that experience participants seek to socialise, 

relax, and escape everyday life. According to the above, relaxation is not necessarily 

included. However, relaxation is often implied in escapism which for example entails getting 

away from challenging office work (chap. 6.4.2) which in turn means taking a relaxing break.  

 

All of the five main characteristics (entertainment, sociability, novelty, activity, and 

escapism) are to be found in the roles presented in chapter 6.2 to 6.4. Although novelty is the 

only factor that does not appear in a distinct sub-chapter, it is implied in several roles such as 

gaining new knowledge or meeting new people. Also, novelty and escapism are closely 

linked as escaping something usual and known also means experiencing something new or 

even something known but in new surroundings with new people.   

 

Festival experiences 

Almost all interviewees consider themselves festivalgoers and although many have visited 

festivals outside Germany, only three have been to Roskilde Festival before (app. I). 

Amongst the festivalgoers, festivals are uniformly seen as extremely positive experiences that 

people highly value and look forward to.  
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With regards to Roskilde Festival, both the questionnaire and the interviews show that the 

general level of knowledge amongst people who have never been there is very low. They 

think of the Danish festival as a big music festival similar to any other European music 

festival and have little knowledge about basic facts (e.g. length), more than music offerings 

(e.g. skate park), art focus (e.g. performance art), or core values (e.g. focus on up-and-coming 

artists). Consequently, the most special thing about Roskilde Festival seems to be that it is far 

away. On the other hand, the ones who have visited the festival before have a far bigger 

knowledge of its values and offerings. A visitor, who has been to the festival many times, 

says that it is “a highlight of every year that I don’t want to miss” (I09). Another explains 

how it is “like being inside a dome with no time and space” (I11) where she does not have to 

think about anything and can do whatever she wants. All interviewees who have been there 

have also visited several other festivals but all regard Roskilde Festival as one of their 

favourite if not the favourite festival. 

 

Danish and German culture 

Investigating what the interviewees regard as (stereo)typically Danish also tells a lot about 

what they think is typically German as these two are often contrasted. Almost all 

interviewees have been to Denmark before and uniformly express that there are cultural 

differences between Danes and Germans. Their perceptions mainly stem from vacations in 

Denmark but also from business trips, news reports, and even from Danish TV series.  

 

Across all interviewees, Denmark and its inhabitants are regarded in an exceptionally positive 

light. They are described as “open-minded” (I01) and “happy” (I12). Moreover, they are 

viewed as “calm” (I04) and “relaxed” (I09) people who are good at “letting go” (I03) 

compared to the Germans. The perceived happiness is in line with Hofstede et al.’s (2010) 

finding that Denmark is an indulgent and happy country, which is further supported by a 

recent study by the United Nations that assesses Denmark to be the happiest country in the 

world10 (Helliwell, Layard, & Sachs, 2013). 

 

Danes are seen as less money-conscious than Germans and especially more willing to spend 

money on non-basic needs such as stylish clothes, designer objects, beer, parties, and fun. For 

                                                
10 Germany is the 26th happiest (Helliwell, Layard, & Sachs, 2013). 
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instance, a Road Trip visitor says: ”I have the feeling that Danes tend to spend a little more 

money on things that seem worthwhile and fun, for example going out for a cup of coffee or 

something like that” (I12). A helper who has been to Roskilde Festival before agrees that the 

Danes’ spending behaviour is very different from the Germans’: “I wonder how the young 

kids manage to be there [at Roskilde Festival] for a whole week, drink a lot of beer, buy a lot 

of food, pay for the ticket and then leave their tent behind. They must spend at least 1.000 € 

in a week. (…) For an experience like Roskilde, the Danes do not seem to care how much 

money they spend. They do not count every penny or think twice whether or not to buy 

another beer. They just do it” (I11). Her astonishment shows that this spending behaviour is 

different from what she regards as normal and further implies that she does think about how 

much money she spends at a festival and that she does consider whether or not to buy another 

beer. This finding to some degree stands in contrast to both the study by Hofstede et al. 

(2010) and House et al. (2004) that found Danes to be slightly more future-oriented and thus 

more prone to saving money. However, the former study also characterises Denmark as an 

indulgent country which likes to “act as one pleases, spend money, and indulge in leisure and 

fun-related activities” (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 281).  

 

A visitor who speaks Danish draws attention to the personal Danish way that stands in 

contrast to what he sees as clear German hierarchies which he exemplifies with the German 

use of ‘Sie’ (formal you) compared to the Danish use of ‘du’ (informal you). In similar 

fashion, others appreciate the casual way of the Danes with each other. The formal 

addressing is in accordance with findings by House et al. (2004) and Hofstede et al. (2010). 

The clear hierarchical relationships are also in accordance with the high German power 

distance by the GLOBE study (House et al., 2004) but contradicts Hofstede et al. (2010) who 

find the two countries to both have a low power distance.  

 

Finally, one visitor thinks that Danes value “more important things such as education” (I08). 

Another highlights the openness towards cultural values: “Because I work with music, I know 

that Denmark supports cultural things much more [than Germany]. (…) There is a different 

mentality towards culture” (I01). This may be explained with the low uncertainty avoidance 

score of the Danes that encourages curiosity and openness towards new things (Hofstede et 

al., 2010). Others highlight the good work-life balance and the custom of doing voluntary 

work. This stands in striking contrast to stereotypical German values such as money, cars, 
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and houses; a focus which many interviewees criticise. In similar fashion, Hofstede et al. 

(2010) found that Denmark highly values good work-life balance while House et al. (2004) 

see the high humane orientation as a factor for generosity and engagement in voluntary work. 

Germany, on the other hand, is a society where status is openly shown by for example with 

cars and technical devices (Hofstede, 2010). 

 

With regards to their own culture, the interviewees are fairly negative. Germans are described 

as “complaining” (I13) and “philistine” (I03), and even positive features such as punctuality 

and discipline have negative connotations. One interviewee sadly notes that “saying ‘that is 

so typically German’ is mostly connected with something negative” (I01).  

 

The critique is further fired when talking about the importance of work. “Business before 

pleasure is a German proverb that does not come from nowhere” (I01). Several criticise the 

strong focus on performance, career, and money. “Many think it is positive to work 45 hours 

a week, earn money and then spend some of it at Aldi and save the rest” (I07). The saving 

mentality especially seems to be reflected in fun and leisure activities. “They would rather 

save the money than go to a festival and rather work a week more than go on vacation. They 

spend less money on stuff that just brings fun but nothing else” (I11). The strong German 

focus on work is also found in both cultural studies from chapter 4. 

 

A frequent festivalgoer compares the Danish and German festival atmosphere: “there are 

only few festivals in Germany where the atmosphere is so relaxed [like at Roskilde Festival] 

and I unfortunately have to admit that it has to do with the population” (I09). However, he 

adds that when Germans take part in a Danish festival, they are able to adapt to the relaxed 

Danish way.  

 

Some call attention to the fact that Germany is a big country and that it is thus problematic to 

talk about ‘the Germans’ as a whole. Many of the named values are said to be especially 

typical for the North German or even the Hamburg population such as the superficiality as 

one interviewee notices. Another also acknowledges that people from North Germany are 

more reserved than in the South and thus need time to unbend. Yet another comments that 

North Germans are simple people who are satisfied with little and therefore do not see a 

necessity for cultural things like art. The belief that there are cultural differences within a 
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country is in line with several critiques to cultural studies that treat national culture as a 

single entity (e.g. McSweeney, 2002; Signorini et al., 2009). 

 

Finally, most of the research subjects distance themselves from the negative German values. 

For example, one says: “I am from North Germany but I think I am different than what you 

would normally describe as a North German. Yes, I am definitely different” (I05). 

Furthermore, many express that things seem to be changing. One helper thinks it is a 

“generation thing” (I10) based on the increased welfare and freedom. Others do not refer to 

anything specific but see it as a general change in mentality towards work, savings, and 

work-life-balance. The distancing and the notion that many German values ought to be 

different is in accordance with the societal values by House et al. (2004) that are very 

different from societal practice (app. G.2). 

 

In sum, Denmark is seen in a more positive light than Germany. In many cases, the prior 

perception of the Danish culture positively affects both how the staged experience as well as 

the original experience are perceived because they are connected to the positive Danish 

features. One visitor who has never been to Roskilde Festival projects both her positive 

perception of Danish cultural values as well as positive Road Trip features on the festival and 

says: “and then it is even in Denmark” (I04) to emphasise that this is a great advantage.  

 

Now that the interviewees’ prior perception of positive experiences, Roskilde Festival and, 

Danish culture is set, I will turn to the different roles that staged experiences may play in 

forming consumers’ perception of a cultural event abroad. 

6.2 Entertainment   
 

This code refers to how staged experiences can be entertaining and let participants have fun. 

The findings show that happenings with some degree of passiveness such as concerts are 

entertaining while happenings that require more active participation are fun. Remarkably, 

even things that in everyday life seem ordinary may be fun when being carried out together 

with other people at a staged experience. The entertainment and fun factor of the staged 

experience suggests that the original experience will also be similarly entertaining and fun to 
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take part in because most features of Roskilde Road Trip are projected onto the Roskilde 

Festival. 

 

Entertainment implies some form of passive reception that is only to be found at the concerts 

at Roskilde Road Trip. Most people only came for the concerts and were highly entertained 

by the music (Roskilde Festival, 2013g). Although the concert audience was not solely 

passive but danced and thus co-created the party atmosphere, the concerts were the most 

passive offerings of the staged experience.  

 

In contrast to entertainment, fun is found to imply some active participation. The border 

between entertainment and fun is however fluid. One visitor for example mentions a DJ set 

that first stopped at 7 am the next morning because both the audience and the DJ were having 

such a great time. Had the DJ played for a completely passive audience, the concert would 

probably have stopped hours earlier. This co-creational aspect is discussed later in chapter 

6.4.4. 

 

Several show emotions like smiling and laughing while talking about the Invisible 

Playground workshop (app. C.1) that seems to have been the most fun activity on site. One 

helper explains: “It was hilarious to scream and roar while running after small balls together 

with people you don’t know. (…) It was just awesome” (I11). Many others see it in similar 

ways, and another helper adds that it is too bad that the Roskilde Festival poster does not 

communicate that the game is to be played at the festival. However, he also acknowledges: 

“if you write Invisible Playground on the poster, no one will know what it is” (I02). The 

staged experience, however, can let participants experience the fun.  

 

Additionally, also more ordinary activities that may be regarded as unexciting in everyday 

life seem to be fun at a staged experience. For instance, sitting together in the sun cutting 

vegetables for the kitchen workshop (app. C.2) is fun to several of the interviewees. Also, 

working with garbage bins for can deposit is enjoyable in the Viva Con Agua workshop (app. 

C.3). Furthermore, work where people get dirty is also enjoyable as one helper surprisingly 

notes: “I helped renovating the clay oven with new clay, which involved some muddy work. 

That was somehow real fun” (I02). He projects the Road Trip features on the Danish festival 

that he has never been to and says: “Roskilde Festival seems to be a cool event (…) where 
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you meet nice people and have a lot of fun” (I02). The staged experience thus seems to 

suggest that the original experience is similarly entertaining and fun to take part in.  

 

The entertaining and fun role of staged experiences in general fits current literature that 

emphasises entertainment (e.g. Pine & Gilmore, 2011; Schmitt, 1999), enjoyment (Tynan & 

McKechnie, 2009), and fun (e.g. Holbrook, 2006) in staged experiences. However, Pine & 

Gilmore’s (2011) entertainment realm that implies passive immersion does not seem to fit 

with reality. 

6.3 Education  
 

Apart from entertaining consumers, staged experiences may also have an educational role. In 

the following, findings with educational aspects are presented. 
 

6.3.1 Basic knowledge 

 

This code refers to how a staged experience may mediate basic knowledge and key visuals of 

a cultural event abroad. The findings show that both are possible but that it is only done to a 

small degree in the case of Roskilde Road Trip.  

 

For participants with no prior knowledge, basic knowledge such as location and duration can 

be communicated through a staged experience. One visitor who had not heard about the 

festival before lists some basic facts that the Road Trip experience taught her: “Before, I 

didn’t even know it [Roskilde Festival] exists. (…) In the beginning, I pronounced it 

Roskaild. (…) And that the festival lasts for nine days, that is crazy. I didn’t know that either. 

It is the longest festival I have ever heard about” (I04). However, although all interviewees 

knew that Roskilde Festival stands behind Roskilde Road Trip, one third of the survey 

respondents did not. This shows that although a staged experience can educate, it was not 

done sufficiently with the most basic and important fact. 

 

In addition to mediating factual information, staged experiences can also mediate key visuals 

such as logos and corporate colours. When being presented with the Roskilde Festival poster 
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that does not clearly state the festival name anywhere but only the logo (app. J.1), a helper 

confidently states: “I of course recognise the tent up there right away and that sign 

meanwhile means a lot to me because of the Road Trip” (I10). Another helper agrees: 

“Visually it is obvious that it is connected because of the same colours and the logo.” (I02). 

However, many interviewees do not recognise key visuals and thus have difficulties 

recognising the poster as being from Roskilde Festival. This is unexpected as the Roskilde 

Festival logo and the Roskilde Road Trip logo are almost identical (compare app. M.1 and 

M.2). This shows that key values have not been communicated well enough to many in the 

researched case. A helper thinks the unrecognisability is due to the Germans’ lower level of 

knowledge of the Danish festival as she states: “I think Roskilde has a different importance in 

Denmark. Everybody probably knows the tent” (I05). The results are in sum somewhat 

ambiguous ranging from the staged experience having seemingly no influence on 

interviewees in making key visuals and other basic facts known to having a clear educational 

effect on others.  
 

6.3.2 Values 

 

This code refers to the possibility of mediating values of the original experience through the 

staged experience. The research finds that taking part in the staged experience can give 

participants a thorough understanding of key values. In the following, the most noteworthy 

aspects are presented. 

 

Music profile  

The staged experience is to some extent able to mediate both the variety of Roskilde 

Festival’s music profile as well as the focus on up-and-coming bands. The questionnaire 

shows that most of the respondents did not know about Roskilde Festival’s focus on up-and-

coming artists. This is for example the case with the visitor I04. However, in the interview 

she states how much she enjoyed the less known bands playing at the Road Trip: “It was nice 

to see concerts of people you don’t know and to realise that there are small groups beyond 

the well established bands that make beautiful music. That I really liked about Roskilde Road 

Trip” (I04). The staged experience thus seems to have taught her that the Danish festival 

promotes unknown bands. This she later confirms when saying that Roskilde Festival books 

mainstream acts “but additionally, the smallest acts are invited too, which I think is nice” 
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(I04). Other interviewees also seem to understand the focus on up-and-coming music and 

accordingly the concerts at Roskilde Road Trip as “a chance for new bands to play abroad” 

(I09). 

 

Also the music variety of the original experience is to some extent mediated through the 

staged experience. One visitor explains: “The festival does not, like other festivals, have one 

musical direction like heavy metal, electronic or this and that, but seems more open towards 

all music genres. I think it is really nice that they offer something for all tastes” (I04). The 

frequent Roskilde Festival-goer agrees that the concerts were “very rich in variety” (I09) 

which he says he is used to from the Danish festival. However, the focus is not successfully 

mediated to all. As a response to the bands on the festival poster, a helper says: “I am 

surprised by the different and almost contrasting genres. Say Kraftwerk and Slipknot, they 

really don’t have anything in common” (I02). This shows that the variety in the music profile 

has not been clearly communicated to all participants.  

 

More than music 

Apart from basic facts and the musical focus, one of the main objectives of Roskilde Road 

Trip is to communicate its focus on its ‘more than music’ aspects which seems to be possible 

through such a staged experience. The survey results show that during the first days of Road 

Trip, many do not connect Roskilde Festival with non-musical offerings such as art, skate 

park, bathing pond, or cinema. However, in the interviews many express their knowledge 

about the many possible activities beyond going to concerts. Others also express that the 

staged experience shows some of the richness the Danish festival has to offer. When being 

presented with the festival poster, many for instance address the lack of referral to non-

musical offers. “It is too bad [that it only shows bands] because apparently there are so many 

other offerings” (I02). This shows that they understand that Roskilde Festival is not just a 

music festival. On the other hand, a one-day visitor still says: “When I think about Roskilde 

Festival, I think about music” (I12). And also the Roskilde Road Trip evaluation report 

(2013a) states that although the staged experience has been an overall success, Roskilde 

Festival acknowledges that the more than music aspect remains unclear to most Road Trip 

participants. 
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Non-profit status and voluntary work  

Several have gained knowledge about the volunteer spirit at the non-profit festival through 

Road Trip that was also carried out by volunteers. As a helper notes: “I knew that there are 

many volunteers at Roskilde Festival, but I didn’t know that it is completely based on 

voluntary work. That I learned on Roskilde Road Trip. And I think the message really got 

across to many because all Road Trip helpers were also volunteers” (I11). She further 

explains how the non-profit focus makes her feel: “It is nice to see what is possible away 

from societal, economical values. That people want to do something even when they don’t get 

money for it” (I11). One helper pities that there were no Danish volunteers on site. That 

would have been an “interesting exchange” (I03), might have emphasised the point, and 

would clearly have showed the importance of the volunteers at the original experience. With 

regards to the non-profit status of the Danish festival, another helper adds that she prefers 

dealing with companies that think about their actions and have decent principles. She 

expresses that such positive values (e.g. donations, voluntary work, recycling) were mediated 

through Roskilde Road Trip and that she projects it back on the original experience in 

Denmark.  
 

6.3.3 Unintentional messages 

 

This code explores how participating in only one kind of activity at the staged experience 

may result in a skewed impression of the original experience. The findings show that 

participants who only take part in workshops seem to think of Roskilde Festival as consisting 

mainly of this kind of activities. On the contrary, participants who experience both parts of 

the staged experience get a more holistic and valid perception of the original Danish 

experience. 

 

One visitor solely took part in the hedgehog workshop (C.4) during Roskilde Road Trip. He 

has never been to a festival before and is not interesting in going to one “just for the music” 

(I07). Although not highly impressed by the staged experience, he enjoys taking part in the 

“down-to-earth [workshop] where you can work with your hands and apply oneself” (I07). 

He enjoys working with others and being able to exchange views on the work which he 

would also look forward to if he were to go to a festival, he says. When being presented with 

the Danish festival poster, he seems surprised and disappointed that it only shows bands, and 
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he comments: “that doesn’t really look appealing to me. I miss references to the workshops 

(…) which is of primary interest to me, much more than the music” (I07). In this research 

subject’s case, the staged experience seems to have succeeded in promoting Roskilde 

Festival’s more than music aspect. However, his perception has been formed to a degree that 

does not conform to reality. 

 

On the other hand, both the helpers and the returning visitors express that the majority of 

visitors probably did not get a holistic picture of the staged experience either because they 

only took part in the entertaining concerts (chap. 6.2). For example, a workshop visitor says 

that the more than music and co-creative aspects were obvious for the ones who attended the 

entire programme but “if you only come for the concerts, I am not sure if it becomes clear” 

(I09). A helper agrees and addresses the proportion of workshop participants compared to 

concertgoers: “the majority of the visitors were only there for the concerts. (…) [They 

probably] got the impression ‘ok, at Roskilde Festival there are many concerts’. The line-up 

release also just showed bands and not everything else, or did I miss something?” (I02). In 

addition, he points to the poster that also just shows bands and none of the many other 

activities. Helpers and participants who took part in both workshops and concerts 

consequently think that only taking part in concerts might give a misleading picture of the 

festival. 

 

Unfortunately, none of my interviewees belong to the typical group of people who only saw 

concerts. Only one solely took part in music related activities but due to her profession as a 

music promoter, she has high background knowledge on the festival industry and cannot be 

seen as a typical Road Trip concertgoer. She knew about the creative activities at the staged 

experience but due to prior experiences and personal preferences, she generally finds 

workshops “deterring” (I01) and thus intentionally only came for the “concert experiences 

and to meet people” (I01). Therefore, it must remain an assumption that only visiting 

concerts is likely to reinforce assumptions of Roskilde Festival being a pure music festival. 

On the other hand, the findings show that only taking part in workshops may give a wrong 

impression of the original experience and that a staged experience can consequently 

communicate unintended messages.  
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6.3.4 Participants 

 

This code refers to the possibility of staged experiences in mediating what kinds of people 

attend the original experience in Denmark. The analysis shows that it is possible because 

participants presume that the audiences of the two experiences are probably alike.  

 

In the interviews, the Road Trip participants are generally described as creative, inspirational, 

friendly, and social. Moreover, they are described as very active and participative which will 

be addressed later in chapter 6.4.4. Although most have not been to Roskilde Festival before, 

these characteristics are projected onto Roskilde Festival partakers. For example, one 

workshop participant thinks: “the audience will probably not be that different [from the 

audience at Roskilde Road Trip] but obviously, there will be many more people” (I04). Also a 

helper seems to project his Road Trip experience on the Danish festival and therefore expects 

it to be a place “where you meet cool people (…). I have probably said it 12 times already, 

but the people were really the special thing [about the Road Trip]” (I03). Being able to 

mediate what kinds of people attend the original experience is a valuable feature because “it 

is the people who make up a festival and not just what is offered” (I04). 

 

For the workshop participants and helpers the experience thus seems to have successfully 

communicated that Roskilde Festival’s audience is very creative, social, and participatory. It 

is, however, noteworthy that a projection is possible when the Roskilde Road Trip 

participants in Hamburg were almost entirely German (Roskilde Festival, 2013g) while 

Roskilde Festival attendants are mostly Danish (chap. 2.1). It becomes even more remarkable 

when remembering how different the interviewees think the Danes are compared to the 

Germans. Nevertheless, giving the participants a sense of what participants to expect at the 

original experience is a possible role of a staged experience. 

6.4 Feelings  
 

In addition to the entertaining and educational roles, staged experiences are found to be able 

to mediate feelings and emotions. These roles are now presented. 
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6.4.1 Being part of a community  

 

This code investigates to what degree the visitors and helpers can feel part of a group or 

community at Roskilde Road Trip. The research finds that the returning visitors and the 

helpers did get to feel as part of a group while this is not apparent with the one-time visitors. 

This suggests that group dynamics at staged experiences need a certain amount of time before 

they can form. Furthermore, it is found that community feeling is strongest within the 

workshops and amongst the helpers.  

 

“Experiences are always special when I feel that something is happening between people” 

(I05). Although not stated in conjunction with the researched staged experience, this 

statement still seems to be valid for Roskilde Road Trip and its participants. Group 

formations seem to have arisen within the workshops and among helpers. On the contrary, it 

is not found to be the case for the concertgoers and one-time visitors which is likely to be due 

to the short time span they were on site.  

 

A helper says that for her it is the creation of something tangible with your hands together 

with others that enhances a strong sense of community which makes the happening a 

“motivational and very memorable experience” (I03). This is especially true when being part 

of a concept phase where participants need to come to an agreement with each other, she 

continues. Finally, even something unexciting tasks such as peeling potatoes, like mentioned 

earlier, is nice when being done in a group (I13). Working together over a period of time thus 

seems to enhance community spirit, no matter what people are working on as long as it is 

together with others. The notion of time is taken up in chapter 6.5. 

 

The sense of community seems to be strongest within the workshops. For instance, one 

hedgehog participant feels very welcome and soon part of the hedgehog group, despite being 

the only stranger in the group of architects. “You were really well received. Considering that 

I bore no relation to the group beforehand and did not know anybody from Dockville, it was 

really great that one could immediately immerse regardless” (I09). He further appreciates 

that the group had lunch together so that they could come to rest together. In his opinion, 

enjoying a meal together appertains to being a group because “certain [group] rituals are 

necessary” (I09).  
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Working together and spending time with each other also seems to have created group 

belongingness amongst the helpers. One helper explains: “the first days were especially 

exciting (…) because there were not too many visitors. But that allowed me to (…) meet and 

talk with the other helpers and become part of the group” (I02). This suggests that working 

with the other helpers was very giving and that the first days could thus be seen as ‘especially 

exciting’ despite the fact that there was not much to do. Another helper says that she has 

mainly thought back at the staged experience “because of the people I met there” (I11) which 

also suggests that strong group coherence emerged. All helpers were on site all six days and 

thus had time to get to know each other and feel part of a community. 

 

“When you spend much time intensively with a group of people, it becomes very coining” 

(I10). The research finds that the word ‘intensively’ is key to the community spirit. The data 

shows that the connection between participants from different workshops is not very strong. 

Many think it was nice to have lunch together because it allowed people to “get in contact 

with the other workshops again” (I09). This suggests that apart from during lunch, there was 

not much connection between the different workshops. Lastly, helpers and returning visitors 

also got to know each other by spending up to six days together on site. However, the overall 

community feeling seems less strong than the feeling within the single workshops and among 

the helpers which may be due to the fact that they did not work together on a project. With 

the finding from above that the participants of Roskilde Road Trip and Roskilde Festival are 

likely to be similar, some express that the staged experience has given them the impression 

that one will feel part of a community during the nine days at the original experience.  

 

The findings suggest that people who spend several days together working on a joint project 

are likely to get a sense of community. The community spirit especially arose among active 

participants who were there for almost a week contrary to more passive visitors who only 

spent a short time at the staged experience. This suggests that the longer the experience, the 

more likely a sense of community is.  
 

6.4.2 Escapism 

 

According to the interviews as well as current literature on staged experiences, one of the 

most common characteristics of experiences is the possibility to escape everyday life. By 
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analysing what the research subjects want to escape, the research finds that it is the monotony 

and negative conditions of everyday life. The most common factors that the research subjects 

escape at the staged experience are presented in the following. 

 

Everyday work routines  

Taking part in the staged experience allows one helper, a production manager, to get away 

from her office routines. Instead of sitting indoor in front of the computer, she enjoys being 

outside, peeling potatoes, or pleaching branches and she says: “for me it was really nice to do 

these simple things” (I03). Similarly, others also enjoy the possibility of working with their 

hands instead of their head. One visitor, a research assistant, likes to be able to work with 

something that is “down-to-earth” and which involves “manual craft” (I07). Another visitor, 

an IT manager, explains: “Working with my hands played a big role. It doesn’t necessarily 

have to be screwing and wood work but in this case I really enjoyed it. (…) For me, this is 

not part of my normal activities but an escape from everyday life (I09). Several others assent 

with own examples of similar physical activities such as sanding the kitchen counter surface 

or renovating an old clay oven. Although these activities may for an outsider be regarded as 

unexciting, physical work, for the participants it was a way of forgetting their normal 

university or work life. 

 

The staged experience offers participants to work with their hands instead of the head and 

spend time outdoors instead of in front of the computer. This especially seems to be 

important for the employees who in their daily lives have jobs with responsibilities which 

shows how context plays into the perception of experiences. The feeling of escapism is 

further known from previous festival experiences. A visitor who is both a master’s student 

and self-employed likes the escapism effect that festivals have. At festivals “you are 

reminded that you don’t need as much for living as you normally think. (…) Always being 

online and on Facebook and all that shit… Well, you don’t need it anymore. Life is more 

simple” (I08). He appreciates this feeling and actively seeks it a few times a year if possible 

to get away from everyday life. He does not seem to have felt it at Roskilde Road Trip, 

though, which may be because he was only there shortly. On the contrary, the staged 

experience allows many of the workshop participants and helpers to feel such an escape.  
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Adult life and severity 

Another everyday role participants can escape on site is adult life and severity. An Invisible 

Playground participant describes the game experiences as follows: “It was so much fun. It 

was really like a kindergarten for adults. It was so unbelievably nice because one could 

really feel like a child again” (I04). She continues explaining why she thinks it is positive to 

get away from the adult role: “Just letting go and not having to worry about anything. (…) It 

gives back an ease that you sometimes lack in everyday life” (I04). Another participant also 

thinks it is relieving to be allowed to be ‘mean’: “It is not just about collecting the small balls 

to win but you also have to be as evil as possible and cut off the arms of the other octopuses 

so that they cannot collect the balls. (…) That was so much fun!” (I11). Moreover, in the heat 

of the moment of the game, communication is only possible by screaming and roaring which 

is neither part of normal adult life but also regarded positive by the participants. The staged 

experience thus lets the players escape the normal roles as an adult and thereby mediates the 

impression that the original experience must in similar ways be “like a playground for 

adults” (I02). 

 

Hierarchical structures  

Another kind of escape that the staged experience allows for is getting away from the usual 

hierarchical structures. This seems to be a very welcome escape because hierarchical 

structures are a highly present part of everyday German life (chap. 4.3.3 and 6.1). The staged 

experience seems to provide a framework where hierarchies are less visible or have little 

importance. For example, one visitor appreciates that everyone is on the same level: “No 

hierarchy arose but everyone was equal. It didn’t matter whether it were guests or 

organisers, everybody were mixed. Even the artists! At some point, you didn’t know who is 

who” (I04). The seemingly nonexistence of hierarchies allows meeting ‘important’ people as 

she continues: “normally, you don’t have the contact to the organisers of a festival but during 

Road Trip, (…) they were like any other guest. You meet randomly, talk and then find out 

‘wow, you are such-and-such’, crazy!” (I04). Amongst others, she talks with the 

“surprisingly down-to-earth” (I04) CEO of the Danish festival without knowing whom he is 

which she in the interview embarrassedly and laughingly admits. Additionally, she is proud 

to get to know one of the main artists and help him finish the main decoration indoor. Being 

allowed to contribute to his work changes her view of artists from usually being distanced to 

being more open which is apparent in her astonished remark above (Even the artists!). 
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Another visitor values that although he worked on a building project together with the 

architects of the construction, he did not feel inferior. “I find it very important that there is no 

class society. Here everybody lent a hand and we worked on the project together. And not 

just with regards to the manual part but also in the design phase. Everybody could 

participate actively (I09). He thus feels very accepted and as a full-value member of the team 

despite not knowing the architects beforehand. The open and welcoming behaviour reminds 

him of the Danish festival where he has been many times. There, he says, one is often invited 

into camps of strangers which he has never experienced in the same way at German festivals.  

 

Superficial focus 

Another everyday feature that Roskilde Road Trip allows participants to escape is the focus 

on superficial values such as clothes and money. A participant explains: “All the prejudices of 

everyday life were gone. For example when you walk around in Hamburg, people 

automatically pigeonhole each other: these are the trendy girls, these are the alternative 

people and these are the super rich. That is just the way it is. But here it was gone. It didn’t 

matter what people look like” (I04). This superficial focus may especially be valid for 

Hamburg that is one of the richest cities and federal states in Germany (Statista, 2012).  

 

The staged experience further provides a frame where there is no need for perfect appearance. 

The unconcern with outer appearance is projected onto festivals in general that are places 

where people do not need to dress nice. In similar fashion, the concert scenes at Roskilde 

Road Trip are self-made and consequently more “personal” (I02) but also “uglier” (I02) 

which is regarded an asset. Also, the decorations are made of recycled materials found on the 

garbage dump which emphasises that there is no need for perfection. The escape from 

superficial focus is in line with the interviewees’ perception of festival experiences in 

general. 
 

6.4.3 Atmosphere 

 

This code investigates the possibility of creating parts of the atmosphere of the original 

experience at the staged experience and thereby letting participants get an idea of the real 

atmosphere. The analysis finds that the atmosphere of the Roskilde Road Trip is in many 
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cases projected onto Roskilde Festival and that a staged experience consequently can convey 

an atmosphere.  

 

An analysis of the interview transcripts shows that the word ‘atmosphere’11 is used in most 

interviews, suggesting it is an important topic for the research subjects. However, despite the 

frequent use, most are unable to describe what it actually entails. Instead, it is paraphrased 

with the offerings or the people involved, compared to similar happenings or contrasted to 

activities with a very different atmosphere.  

 

“Atmosphere is something that is neither tangible nor graspable” (I05). Although difficult to 

pin down, the Road Trip atmosphere is mostly described with positive adjectives and a 

description of what exactly was positive. For example, one helper says: “It was a very 

enjoyable atmosphere. You hung out the whole day in the sun and peeled potatoes or 

something like that” (I03). Others describe the Road Trip atmosphere as “laid-back” (I12), 

“creative” (I04), and “non-commercial” (I09). Only one visitor mentions a point of criticism 

with regards to an outdoor concert: “The concert was great but it was tough because it was 

outdoor and pretty cold. Consequently, the atmosphere was a little stiff because everybody 

was freezing” (I01).  

 

In addition to describing the atmosphere with adjectives, comparing it to similar happenings 

also helps elucidating it: “I took part in the Dockville festival last year and loved it. And I feel 

Roskilde Road Trip somehow has the same atmosphere” (I04). On the other hand, an 

atmosphere can also be explained by contrasting it to something different. For instance, a 

participant says the atmosphere of the staged experience reminds him of the “relaxed Nordic 

atmosphere” (I09) in contrast to the “unnecessarily hectic and rapid” (I09) German feeling. 

However, despite the use of clarifying adjectives, comparisons, and contrasts, the 

interviewees struggle to verbally explain the atmosphere in detail which is obvious when 

listening to the many ‘ermms’ in the voice recordings. 

 

Regardless of how difficult it seems to verbally fully capture the Road Trip atmosphere, all 

participants seem to have a clear picture of it in their head and are very conscious about when 
                                                
11 The original words from the transcripts that are translated to atmosphere are: Atmosphäre, Ambiente, 

Stimmung, Flair and Vibe. 
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atmosphere is lacking, such as for example on the Roskilde Festival poster. There is, 

however, disagreement about whether atmosphere can be mediated on a poster at all. One 

helper refers to the MS Dockville poster as a positive example: “the Dockville poster is much 

nicer because there are sheep and it is all very idyllic. (…) [On the Roskilde Festival poster] 

the atmosphere is missing. That is the most important thing with Dockville posters, that the 

atmosphere gets across” (I05). A visitor agrees that the Danish poster “doesn’t address the 

atmosphere” (I09) but continues: “However, I think that is difficult to mediate with a poster. I 

believe that a YouTube video (…) conveys a lot more of the flair” (I09).  

 

Another visitor, an editorial intern, takes it one step further: “in videos, you roughly see what 

a festival can be like, but you still don’t really feel the atmosphere like you would, if you were 

there. This [Roskilde Road Trip] is really like a small caravan or circus going from city to 

city which for me personally is the nicest and most effective way. Of course, I could also go 

on their website and look at it but I don’t think it would change my mind that I say ‘I 

definitely have to go there some day’, because there are so many festivals with so many good 

promotional videos and any atmosphere looks great in a promotional video. On the contrary, 

when you have really taken part [in the Road Trip] and see the people and all these things 

that actually are nice…” (I04). The quote shows that for this participant, videos may convey 

atmosphere but one cannot be sure if the atmosphere is real or if it is simply a well produced 

video. But her participation in the staged experience seems to have shown her that the staged 

experience is in fact an enjoyable happening and so is probably the original experience 

because she projects the Road Trip atmosphere on Roskilde Festival: “I have never been 

there but I envision it [the atmosphere] to be similar” (I04). This also supports her view of 

Denmark: “the Danish atmosphere is so free and open, and if I go to a festival there, I expect 

that the atmosphere of the country and people to get across to the festival” (I04).  

 

One visitor who has never been to a festival before projects the Roskilde Road Trip 

atmosphere on festivals in general. When talking about the somewhat decayed Road Trip site, 

she says: “well, that is how I always imagined festivals. (…) I don’t picture a festival like a 

pretty place where you should dress nice, but rather as something unconstrained where there 

is no need for artificial beautification but where everybody and everything is accepted as it 

is” (I06). Spending time at the staged experience thus seems to allow participants to feel a 

part of the atmosphere of the original experience; an atmosphere that is difficult to verbally 
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capture and possibly also difficult to mediate through other channels with “limited 

illustration facilities” (I13). 
 

6.4.4 Co-creation  

 

This code refers to the co-creational aspect of both the staged and the original experience. 

The research finds that participants are not just spectators but active co-creators of the staged 

experience. Moreover, taking part in Roskilde Road Trip can let participants feel that they are 

co-creating a part of Roskilde Festival.  

 

The Danish festival seeks to promote itself as an “audience-involving music, art and culture 

festival” (…) [with active participants that help] “co-creating the festival“ (Roskilde Festival, 

2013g, p. 6). Roskilde Road Trip therefore does not present a passive audience with a 

finished experience but offers workshops and concerts that are to be filled with life and 

turned into an experience by a co-creating audience.  

 

One helper explains her ambivalent opinion on the co-creational aspect: “Roskilde Road Trip 

has a participative approach. (…) I don’t know if people actively thought about it but I do 

think they could immerse in the workshops (…) so I think that got across” (I03). She reasons 

that although they may not actively think about the co-creational aspect, the workshop 

participants automatically live it up. Some interviewees are, however, quite aware of 

themselves as co-creators. For example, several name the Invisible Playground workshop as 

one of the best activities for reasons such as fun and the team building aspect of it. However, 

the analysis reveals another reason: the players are not only participants of the game but co-

creators. And they are not just co-creators of anything but of a part of Roskilde Festival. 

 

The Invisible Playground workshop not only invites participants to join in and play but 

moreover to actively take part, both physically and mentally, and thereby improve and 

complete the game. All participants understand that the game is developed in Hamburg to be 

played at this year’s Roskilde Festival with up to 500 people. The link to the Danish festival 

is therefore very clear and gives the workshop and the participants a clear sense of 

importance and purpose. 
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Many especially appreciate the possibility of being part of the concept phase and having real 

influence on the game. For example, one helper notes: “I really liked that they afterwards 

asked ‘what could be improved’ and that it wasn’t all carved in stone but that they depended 

on the participants. One could really contribute” (I02). The participants’ feedback is taken 

into account, incorporated right away, and then tested in the next game round so that 

everybody can follow the development and comment on the changes while having fun. To be 

part of the concept phase and to truly have a say makes it clear for the participants that they 

are important actors who actively co-create the game together with the game idea inventors.  

 

Moreover, there seems to be a certain value and pride in co-creating not just anything, but 

something real for this big festival abroad that they have never been to before. One helper 

proudly states: “We developed it for Roskilde Festival” (I10) and is backed by another who 

mentally gives himself a pat on the back: “People will have a lot of fun with it at Roskilde 

Festival. That I am absolutely sure about” (I02). Co-creating an activity at the staged 

experience thus seems to give the participants a feeling of co-creating a small part of the 

original experience which excites the participants. Another helper accordingly ends the 

subject with the wish to see the new game in action at the festival: “It was so energetic and a 

lot of fun, and I would really love to see what it is going to be like to play it with a lot of 

people at Roskilde Festival” (I03).  

 

A visitor who took part in the hedgehog workshop has a similar feeling of co-creating parts 

of the original experience by taking part in the staged experience. The visitor, who has been 

to Roskilde Festival many times before, explains: “I always wanted to get behind the scenes 

at Roskilde Festival. I often thought about volunteering which was, however, difficult due to 

my work situation back then. This year, I am very happy to have the possibility to be part of a 

[Roskilde Road Trip] project and thereby actively co-create a little of the festival” (I09). His 

participation in the hedgehog workshop thus gives him the impression that he co-creates a 

part of Roskilde Festival.  

6.5 Time frame  
 

The above-presented roles of staged experiences lead to a last finding, namely that the time 

spent at a staged experience have an influence on the effect of the previously mentioned 
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roles. An analysis of the coded transcripts and the quotes in the current chapter reveals that 

the staged experience has had a big impact on returning visitors, a mixed impact on helpers, 

and only little impact on one-day visitors. This suggests that the time spent at the staged 

experience plays a role in forming consumers’ perception of the original experience. 

 

As presented earlier (chap. 5.1.2), the research subjects belong to two different groups of 

people, namely helpers and visitors. The analysis shows that the returning visitors have 

highly enjoyed the staged experience which also fits well with the mere fact that they came 

back day after day. Moreover, their perception of Roskilde Festival has been affected very 

positively. One visitor did not know that the Danish festival exists prior to her participation in 

the staged experience. She joined the experience for five days and took part in several 

workshops and concerts. She has gained very much knowledge on the Danish festival and 

truly expresses a wish to participate in the original experience. The other returning visitor 

took part in a single workshop for all six days and also joined some concerts. Because he has 

been to Roskilde Festival numerous times before and consequently has extensive prior 

knowledge on the festival, he did not gain much new knowledge. However, he is very proud 

to have co-created a part of the festival through his Road Trip participation; a wish he has had 

for a long time. His feelings toward the festival thus seem to have become even stronger and 

he is planning on continuing to visit Roskilde Festival for many years to come.  

 

The helpers who were on site all six days have been influenced in different ways. Similarly to 

the returning visitors, most seem to have immersed entirely in the experience, talk about 

Roskilde Festival with excitement, despite not having been there before and express that they 

would like to experience it some day. This is especially the case with the helpers who 

actively took part in the workshops. On the contrary, the few helpers who sought to keep a 

professional distance because of their role as a helper have only been somewhat affected and 

do not express a strong wish to try the original experience.  

 

Finally, the visitors who only joined Roskilde Road Trip once do not seem to have been 

influenced very much and have only gained very little knowledge if any at all. The reasons 

for not participating for more days were having to work, only being interested in a certain 

concert, or simply not being very impressed by the staged experience. During the interviews 

they merely describe what was going on and do not seem to have thought of it since. 
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Rather than discovering the biggest difference in influence of the staged experience between 

the helpers and the visitors, it is found between the one-time visitors as opposed to the 

helpers and returning visitors. Consequently, the findings suggest that the time spent on site 

has an impact on the effect of the entertaining, educational and feelings evoking roles of the 

staged experience.  

6.6 Summary of findings  
 

The analysis of the research subjects’ detailed answers shows that the staged experience has 

affected participants’ perception of Roskilde Festival in different ways and to various 

degrees. The roles of staged experiences can overall be categorised into entertainment, 

education, and feelings. Every single role within these three categories is briefly summarised 

below together with a short introduction of the participants’ prior perception of experiences, 

the Danish festival, and Danish culture. 

 

An experience is a happening with novel aspects that one can actively take part in together 

with other people which results in forgetting everyday life for a while. For all festivalgoers 

amongst the interviewees, festivals are uniformly regarded as extremely positive experiences. 

However, the general level of knowledge of Roskilde Festival amongst people who have not 

been there before is rather low and the Danish event is thus not regarded more special than 

any other festival. In contrast thereto, the Danes are seen in a very positive and mostly better 

light than the Germans.  

 

Staged experiences can first of all be fun and entertaining. Even things that in everyday life 

seem ordinary may be enjoyable when being done together with other people in an unusual 

place. Secondly, they may have educational functions and mediate knowledge, values, and 

key visuals of cultural events abroad. In the case of Roskilde Road Trip, basic knowledge 

about the Danish festival has to some degree been mediated as well as key aspects such as its 

diverse music profile and focus on up-and-coming artists, the more than music activities, and 

how the non-profit organisation is mainly run by volunteers. However, also unintentional 

messages can be communicated. Taking part in only workshops may for example lead to a 

skewed impression of the original experience while participation in both workshops and 

concerts gives a more holistic impression. Furthermore, staged experiences may suggest what 
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kinds of people participate in the original experience because both are thought to attract the 

same type of people.  

 

Thirdly, staged experiences may evoke feelings such as letting participants feel part of a 

community. This is most likely to happen within a workshop where participants work on a 

joint project for a while but also very likely when sharing a task at the staged experience such 

as helping out. Also, it can create an atmosphere that is regarded to be similar to that of the 

original experience abroad and as a result let participants feel what parts of the latter may feel 

like. Additionally, taking part in a staged experience may enable one to escape everyday life 

such as everyday routines, the adult role, fixed hierarchies, and superficial focus. At the 

staged experience none of these features seem to be present which in turn also suggests that it 

will be the case at the Danish festival. Several of the findings also show that experiences are 

always to some degree co-created and that participating in the staged experience may let 

some participants feel that they are co-creating parts of the original experience.  

 

Conclusively, the research finds that the time spent at a staged experience has an influence on 

the participants, meaning that the more time participants spend on site, the more they seem to 

have been affected. In the most extreme case of I04 who did not know Roskilde Festival 

exists before taking part in Roskilde Road Trip, the staged experience has formed her 

perception in such a positive way that she expresses a clear wish to try the original 

experience soon.  
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7 DISCUSSION 

 

This final chapter briefly summarises the possible roles of staged experiences from the 

chapter 6 and discusses the empirical findings in light of the literature reviewed in chapter 4. 

This leads to implications for both experiential marketing theory as well as for experience 

staging organisations. Finally, limitations of the study are brought forth, further research is 

suggested, and the study is concluded. 

7.1 Brief recapitulation of research  
 

This paper has researched an experience in Hamburg staged by a Danish festival. By 

interviewing participants of the staged experience, I have been able to answer the following 

research question from an outside-in perspective: What role do staged experiences play in 

forming consumers’ perception of a cultural event abroad? I have looked into prior 

perception which influences the perception of the staged and the original experience as well 

as investigated the outcome of the participation. Figure 7 once again visualises the 

internationally staged experience where the main focus of the research has been set on (d) 

where figure 6 has now been incorporated.  

 

My research has found that staged experiences play different roles ranging from entertaining 

over educating to evoking feelings (fig. 6). Simply entertaining consumers hardly affects 

their perception which from a marketing perspective is less helpful when the goal of the 

staged experience is to attract visitors to try the original experience. The educational role of 

staged experiences, on the other hand, can mediate basic facts, underlying values, and also 

suggest what kinds of participants attend the original experience to foreigners with little prior 

knowledge. However, also unintentional messages can be mediated. Finally, a staged 

experience may go beyond the cognitive level and evoke feelings. Immersed participants may 

feel part of a community, escape everyday life, and co-create parts of the atmosphere of the 

original experience. The effect of these roles depends on what activities participants take part 

in, how active they are, and how much time they spend with them. 
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Figure 7: Conceptual model with case information and roles from current research. 
Source: Own figure. 

 

In addition to the different roles of which some support existing findings whereas others are 

new, the research further finds that staged experiences are always co-created which means 

that an experience can never be staged with fully predictable outcome. It further discovers 

that Denmark is viewed in an exceptionally positive light which positively influences the 

perception of the cultural event there. This is because the festival is thought to mirror the 

positive Danish values. These findings have theoretical and managerial implications that are 

discussed in the following.  

7.2 Theoretical implications 
 

First, as summarised above, I have found that staged experiences can play several roles in 

forming consumers’ perception. The roles of entertainment, education, and escapism largely 

support existing findings. Amongst others, Holbrook (2006) has researched entertainment, 
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fun, and enjoyment, and Kale (2004) has studied the learning aspect of experiences. Pine & 

Gilmore (2011) has looked at all three aspects and argue that staged experiences can for 

example entertain concertgoers, educate skiers, and let paintball players forget and escape 

everyday life. With regards to escapism, previous experience literature has already defined 

escapism as a key feature of staged experiences, however without specifying what exactly 

people seek to escape (e.g. Holbrook, 2000; Pine & Gilmore, 2011). I thus complement 

existing theory by defining features that people want to escape from such as the focus on 

work performance, clear hierarchies, adult life, and superficialities. 

 

In addition, I have also found roles that, to my knowledge, have not yet been researched. For 

instance, a staged experience may suggest what kinds of people take part in the original 

experience because both are thought to attract the same kinds of people. The projection of 

Road Trip participants on Roskilde Festival visitors is though remarkable because the 

participants of the two experiences come from different countries that are regarded very 

unalike by the research subjects. The staged experience thus seems to affect participants 

beyond the cognitive level.  

 

Similarly, I found that the staged experience can suggest what the atmosphere of the original 

experience may be like. This is another noteworthy finding as the Road Trip atmosphere is 

co-created with German participants while that of the festival is not.  

 

Moreover, I have found that not only intentional messages but also unintentional ones may be 

mediated through participation in only one kind of activity. This is a vulnerability and 

limitation of staged experiences that also shows that experience stagers cannot stage an 

experience with a fully predicted outcome as implied by Pine & Gilmore (2011) and Schmitt 

(1999b).  

 

In addition to the roles themselves, I have found that the effect of these depends on the time 

spent at the staged experience. Immersion seems to need time to occur, as this is only present 

amongst the people who have been actively engaged on site for several days. The longer and 

more engaged participants are, the more positively they speak about Roskilde Festival where 

most have never been before. Moreover, the time also has an effect on the level of 

community spirit. Although it is not surprising that the longer one spends with a product or 
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service, the more immersive and consequently effective it is likely to be, it, however, raises 

the question about how much time it requires to immerse in a staged experience. 

 

Second, I have defined staged experiences from a consumer perspective. Practitioners have 

previously defined experiences as “private events that occur in response to some stimulation” 

(Schmitt, 1999b, p. 60) whenever companies “engage customers (…) in a personal, 

memorable way” (Pine & Gilmore, 2011, p. 5). However, these definitions are limited to a 

company perspective and do not acknowledge the co-creative character of experiences. 

Because of the outside-in perspective of the current research, I suggest a definition that takes 

the perspective of the consumer: An experience is a happening with novel aspects that one 

actively takes part in together with other people, which results in forgetting everyday life for 

a while. This supports previous definitions by researchers who describe experiences as "an 

engaging act of co-creation between a provider and a consumer" (Poulsson & Kale, 2004, p. 

270) and adds the social aspect which has previously been researched by Tynan & 

McKechnie (2009). 

 

My definition includes another major finding of the research, namely that staged experiences 

are not staged for consumers but co-created with them. This stands in contrast to Schmitt 

(1999b) and Pine & Gilmore (2011) who focus on how marketers can create experiences for 

customers. The latter zealously use the metaphor of the theatre stage with actors and props to 

refer to businesses, employees, and goods and furthermore create a four-realm framework 

that renders passive participation possible. However, the importance of the consumer as a co-

creator is neglected. 

 

The co-creational aspect of staged experiences is highly visible in the researched case. Unlike 

Pine & Gilmore (2011), I therefore argue that no visitor can be purely passive. The authors 

exemplify classical concert visitors as purely passive while viewers of a skiing experience are 

active because “simply by being there, they contribute to the visual and aural event” (Pine & 

Gilmore, 2011, p. 45). I, however, argue that the classical concertgoers also contribute to the 

visual experience with their fine robes and to the aural experience by applauding and 

shouting bravo. The authors’ four-realm model (fig. 5 in chap. 4.1.4) thus has its limitations. 

It could be argued that ‘passive participation’ is an oxymoron and I therefore suggest the x-

axis be retitled low participation vs. high participation.  
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In the case of Roskilde Road Trip, both the concertgoers and workshop participants clearly 

contribute to the experience and are thus active co-creators. Without participants there can 

neither be a Road Trip nor a festival. Participants are simply necessary for a staged 

experience to exist (Getz, 2007). The co-creational finding supports Lusch & Vargo’s 

(2006) concept that value is always co-created with the consumer.  

 

Moreover, I have found that it is regarded especially positive to be part of the concept phase 

of a part of the staged experience which literature does not yet seem to acknowledge. Taking 

part in the concept phase is particularly valuable to consumers because they feel they have a 

bigger and thus more important influence on the experience. Hollensen (2003) argues that 

“customers are not prepared to accept experiences fabricated by companies. Increasingly, 

they want to shape those experiences themselves” (Hollensen, 2003, p. 202). Although this 

statement focuses on co-creation in general rather than in the concept phase, it shows that 

having a say is important for consumers. According to the interviewees, the concept phase is 

where they feel they have the biggest influence, hence co-creation in this phase is found to be 

particularly important which is an extension to theoretical knowledge on co-created 

experiences. Additionally, staged experiences can let participants feel that they are co-

creating parts of the original experience. To my knowledge, this is another finding that 

experience literature has not yet researched but which bears large potential. 

 

Third, based on the finding that staged experiences are always co-created, I argue that 

experience providers cannot claim what kind of experiences are the best. Schmitt (1999a) for 

instance stresses that the best experiences are those that incorporate both sensory, affective, 

cognitive, physical, and relational qualities. Relatedly, Pine & Gilmore (2011) claim that the 

best experience is entertaining, educational, aesthetic, and escapism fostering (fig. 5 in chap. 

4.1.4). These claims of what is best are in any case highly problematic from a constructivist 

perspective but even more doubtful when talking about something as subjective and 

individual as co-created experiences. Moreover, the personal experiences described by 

Roskilde Road Trip participants do frequently not match these claims. Instead, what is 

regarded the best experience is very subjective and therefore always in the eye of the 

beholder which supports Vargo & Lusch’ (2008) proposition that value is always defined by 

the beneficiary.  
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Fourth, and closely related to the last paragraphs, I argue that experiences cannot be staged 

with fully predictable outcomes. This finding is in accordance with Getz (2007) who argues 

that “it is possible to get people involved, have them do specific things, and receive desired 

stimuli, but it is not possible to guarantee or predict what individuals actually ‘experience’ 

cognitively and emotionally as an outcome” (Getz, 2007, p. 210). This also supports the 

finding mentioned above that staged experiences may mediate unintentional messages.  

 

Finally, I argue that cultural differences can be seen as an asset. This stands in contrast to 

many cross-cultural studies that usually research very different nations such as Asian and 

American countries and consequently warn against cultural clashes and pitfalls (e.g. Sitkin & 

Bowen, 2010). But cultural differences are not always a challenge or just a “learning 

opportunity” (Cairns & Sliwa, 2008, p. 150). Instead, they can be a benefit such as in the case 

of Roskilde Festival that can gain from the positive associations with Danish culture. That 

being said, the research, however, also finds that it is misleading to speak about one national 

culture like many cultural researchers do (e.g. Hofstede et al., 2010; House et al., 2004; 

Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 2012). With regards to Germany, interviewees express that 

there are both big differences between the North and the South and between different 

generations. Consequently, these should be researched separately.  

7.3 Managerial implications 
 

In addition to the theoretical implications, my research also has implications for experience 

providers. First, by understanding the different roles presented in chapter 6 may help 

experience stagers create experience propositions that point in a preferential direction. 

Roskilde Festival for instance mainly seeks to communicate the non-musical aspects of the 

festival. Staging experiences with purely entertaining roles would therefore be less desirable. 

Similarly, other experience stagers may also gain from thinking about whether the goal is to 

entertain, educate, evoke feelings, or a mix of the three. 

 

Second, my research and my definition of experiences from a consumer perspective stress 

that all experiences are co-created which is especially the case with cultural events where 

participants are “necessary for the event to exist” (Getz, 2007, p. 27). For experience stagers 

this means that they cannot create finished experiences with fully predictable outcomes. 
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Instead they must realise that they create experience propositions that consumers turn into an 

individual experience. Because the outcome is not fully foreseeable, providers should 

especially be aware of the danger of mediating unintentional messages through a partial 

experience and must therefore try to ensure that participants get a holistic experience. Failing 

to achieve this may lead to disappointing consumers when they take part in the original 

experience that does not meet their expectations stemming from the staged experience.  

 

Moreover, in the aim of creating a holistic experience that may lead to a realistic perception 

of the original experience, providers may consider engaging participants from the original 

experience. For example, Roskilde Road Trip could involve Danish volunteers who could 

help the German visitors co-create the staged experience. This would also enhance a close 

link to the original experience which was in the current case only obvious for the Invisible 

Playground workshop participants.  

 

Third, I suggest that Danish companies that stage experiences in Germany should consider 

treating Danish culture as an asset and include aspects of it in the experience. As found in the 

current research, Germans generally have a very positive attitude towards Danish culture 

while they criticise their own. Companies staging experiences abroad could thus research the 

cultural perception of their own culture in the host country and then consider including 

national aspects if favourable. 

 

Furthermore, Germany is a big country with major regional differences which suggests that 

managers should approach different regions differently and pay attention to local specifics. 

Should Roskilde Festival thus consider staging more than one experience in Germany like 

they do in Sweden and Norway, they must take the local culture into account.  

 

Finally, it is interesting that an experience that is staged in Hamburg and co-created with 

Germans can be perceived as Danish and can suggest how the atmosphere and participants 

may be like at the original cultural event in Denmark where most of the participants have 

never been. This means that from a consumer perspective, Roskilde Festival did indeed 

succeed in staging a small ‘replica’ in Hamburg that could successfully offer “a taste of the 

Orange feeling” (Roskilde Festival, 2013g, p. 8). My research thus finds that staging 

experiences can be a useful way of marketing a cultural event abroad because complex and 
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abstract features such as values, atmosphere, and feelings can successfully be mediated. 

Thereby, the level of active participation plays a central role which highly depends on the 

time participants spend with the experience. This implies that experience providers should 

seek to co-create immersive experiences of some duration together with consumers whereby 

the optimum duration is yet to be researched. 

7.4 Limitations and directions for further research 
 

The current study has some limitations. Primarily, neither the 13 interviews nor the 29 survey 

responses are representative of a bigger German population. Also, the researched case is 

unique and longer than many other staged experiences. Hence, the findings may not be 

generalisable to other companies, industries, and cultures but are specific to the unique 

context in which they were collected. The emerged roles of the study are therefore not to be 

seen as a comprehensive list of all possible roles of staged experiences but more as a starting 

point for further research on the topic. Researching other cases or other industries may thus 

lead to a revelation of other or additional roles of staged experiences.  

 

Furthermore, experiences are highly subjective because they depend on the individual 

experiencer and his or her context (Jantzen & Rasmussen, 2007). Although I have looked into 

both prior experiences including festivals and prior perception of Denmark, I have only 

gotten a small peek into the interviewees’ context. Many other factors such as adolescence or 

education may also have affected the subjective perception of Roskilde Road Trip. The 

partial picture may thus have limited the study outcome. 

 

Moreover, the widely acknowledged but little researched focus on experiences that are staged 

abroad also provides opportunities for further research. It might be interesting to research 

other close countries similarly to the current research but also cultures further away from 

each other or cultures within a single country (e.g. Zealand and Jutland).  

 

Finally, findings that have not yet been researched have emerged from this exploratory 

research, such as the importance of time, the threat of unintentional messages, the possibility 

of suggesting what kinds of people attend the original experience, what the original 
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atmosphere might be like, and the potential of co-creating parts of the original experience. 

Further studies are needed to clarify these findings that may bring potential for both theorists 

and practitioners. 

7.5 Conclusion  
 

The purpose of this study was to investigate what role staged experiences play in forming 

consumer’s perception of a cultural event abroad. Through an analysis of 13 qualitative 

interviews the research has explored that staged experiences can play three overall roles in 

affecting perception of an original experience: entertainment, education, and evocation of 

feelings. Simply entertaining consumers has limited effects on participants. Conversely, the 

educational aspect can mediate knowledge and values and suggest what kinds of participants 

take part in the original experience but it may also mediate unintentional messages. Finally, 

the staged experience may evoke feelings such as a sense of community and escapism, it may 

let participants feel how a part of the original atmosphere feels like, and it may give them the 

feeling that they are co-creating parts of the original experience. Moreover, I have provided 

an experience definition from a consumer perspective that reveals that consumers see 

themselves as active participants. Acknowledging that every experience is co-created with 

the consumer means that experience providers cannot fully predict the outcome. Additionally, 

cultural differences are found to potentially be an asset rather than a challenge. Finally, the 

research concludes that staging a holistic experience can be a useful way of marketing a 

cultural event abroad because complex and abstract features such as values, atmosphere, and 

feelings can successfully be mediated.
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Appendices  
 
A Research summary 
 

Today, an increasing number of companies stage experiences to gain competitive advantage 

(Poulsson & Kale, 2004). The concept of commercial experiences is, however, still emerging 

(Schmitt, 2011) and little is known from an international perspective. This thesis seeks to 

explore roles of staged experiences in forming consumers’ perception of a cultural event 

abroad. It focuses on the biggest Danish festival, Roskilde Festival (Rambøll, 2011), which 

seeks to attract German visitors by staging the Roskilde Road Trip experience in Hamburg. A 

single-case study design is applied and 13 semi-constructed qualitative interviews are 

conducted with Roskilde Road Trip participants to serve as the main empirical data.  

 

The exploratory research finds that staged experiences can play three overall roles in 

affecting perception of an original experience: entertaiment, education, and evocation of 

feelings. The scope of these roles depends on how active participants are and how much time 

they spend with the experience. Simply entertaining consumers is found to have limited 

effects on participants. Conversely, the educational aspect can mediate intended messages 

such as factual information and values and suggest what kinds of participants take part in the 

original experience. However, it may also mediate unintentional messages. Finally, the staged 

experience may evoke feelings such as a sense of community and escapism, it may let 

participants feel how a part of the original atmosphere feels like, and it may give them the 

feeling that they are co-creating parts of the original experience. 

 

The findings have several contributions. Theoretically, the research contributes by extending 

knowledge on the role of staged experiences abroad. Existing theory states that experiences 

can educate participants by communicating intended messages but my data shows that also 

unintentional messages may be mediated. My study further shows that a staged experience 

can give an impression of the participants and the atmosphere of the original experience and 

that the experience duration is thereby a key factor. The research also refines knowledge on 
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co-creation of staged experiences in two ways: first, it shows that by co-creating the staged 

experience, participants may feel they are co-creating parts of the original experience and 

second, that co-creation is especially valued in the concept-phase.  

 

On a managerial level, the research stresses the importance of acknowledging that all 

experiences are co-created which means they cannot be staged with fully predictable 

outcomes. Moreover, a holistic experience should be aimed at to hinder participants getting a 

partial and skewed impression. Furthermore, cultural differences may be treated as an asset 

but regional characteristics should also be taken into account. Finally, the research concludes 

that staging experiences can be a useful way of marketing a cultural event abroad because 

abstract features such as values, atmosphere, and feelings can successfully be mediated. 

Because the findings stem from a single-case study, they may, however, not be generalisable 

to other companies and industries but instead provide a basis for future research on staged 

experiences abroad. 
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B Roskilde Road Trip programme 
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C Roskilde Road Trip workshop descriptions and pictures 
 

Photo credit of all photos: Zamarin Wahdat. 
 

	  
C.1 Invisible Playground workshop  
 

Invisible Playground is an art collective that makes site-specific games. They create playful 

physical games that connect people with each other and with their environment. The ‘octopus 

game’ was developed during Roskilde Road Trip together with the participants. A few 

months later it was played with several hundred people on Roskilde Festival.  
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C.2 Kitchen workshop 
 

The kitchen workshop both included enhancing the kitchen as well as cooking for all Road 

Trip participants. Together with the chef, participants were invited to help cooking and to 

decorate and enhance the outdoor kitchen. 
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C.3 Viva Con Agua workshop 
 

Viva Con Agua is a charity organisation that funds and implements water projects all over the 

world. They are present at many festivals to inform young people about their projects and to 

collect can deposit to financially support their expenses. During Roskilde Road Trip they 

decorated trash barrels with spray paint and recycled material to make it more fun for 

festivalgoers to donate their cans.   
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C.4 Hedgehog workshop 
 

Together with the architect collective ‘umschichten’, workshop participants could help create 

a ‘hedgehog’. The wooden construction is a sleeping cabin in two stories for four people and 

is mainly built with recycled materials. The prototype created during Roskilde Road Trip 

serves as the first of up to 20 similar parts that when put together in a circle will resemble a 

hedgehog.  
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C.5 3D painting workshop 
 

The artist group ‘The Big Potators’ combine live music and arts to a three dimensional 

performance. With self-made 3D brushes, a colour scanner, a special camera and a projector, 

they enable 3D painting in the air. The visual art is accompanied by live music. After the 

performance, the audience was invited on staged to try out the technique. 
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C.6 Concerts 
 

During Roskilde Road Trip, seven North European bands played on two stages (one indoor 

and one outdoor). These were Ice Cream Cathedral (DK), Broke (DK), Zucker (DE), Die 

Vögel (DE), RAF & Thomas Becker (DE), DJ Phono (DE) and Lemâitre (NO). 
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D Case study protocol 
 

Introduction and purpose  

• Case study question 

o Effect/role of ExM/staged experiences on international consumers 

o (Does RRT affect their view of RF?) 

• Main theoretical framework 

o Experiential marketing (Pine & Gilmore, Schmitt and others) 

o Cultural dimensions (Hofstede) 

• RRT 

o 15.04. - 20.04.2013 

o MS Dockville Kunstcamp Gelände, Alte Schleuse 23, HH-Wilhelmsburg 

• Case issues 

o Unique, more complicated due to abroad and cooperation with MS Dockville 

o Therefore many factors unknown to and uncontrollable for RF 

 

Data collection time plan  

• Hamburg 

o April: Survey @ RRT 

o April: Make contact to potential interviewees, get mails 

• Copenhagen 

o Early May: Mail and thank them, stay in contact, will contact them later 

o Late May: Contact and make time table for interviews 

• Hamburg 

o Start June: Conduct interviews 

• Copenhagen 

o Start June: Conduct Skype interviews if necessary  
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E Service-dominant logic foundational premise 
 

 Foundational premise Explanation 
FP1 Service is the fundamental 

basis of exchange 
 

The application of operant resources 
(knowledge and skills), “service,” as defined in 
S-D logic, is the basis for all exchange. Service 
is exchanged for service 

FP2 Indirect exchange masks the 
fundamental basis of 
exchange 

Because service is provided through complex 
combinations of goods, money, and 
institutions, the service basis of exchange is 
not always apparent 

FP3 Goods are a distribution 
mechanism for service 
provision 

Goods (both durable and non-durable) derive 
their value through use – the service they 
provide 

FP4 Operant resources are the 
fundamental source of 
competitive advantage 

The comparative ability to cause desired 
change drives competition 
 

FP5 All economies are service 
economies 
 

Service (singular) is only now becoming more 
apparent with increased specialization and 
outsourcing 

FP6 The customer is always a co-
creator of value 

Implies value creation is interactional 

FP7 The enterprise cannot deliver 
value, but only offer value 
propositions 
 

Enterprises can offer their applied resources 
for value creation and collaboratively 
(interactively) create value following 
acceptance of value propositions, but can not 
create and/or deliver value independently  

FP8 A service-centered view is 
inherently customer oriented 
and relational 

Because service is defined in terms of 
customer-determined benefit and co-created it 
is inherently customer oriented and relational 

FP9 All social and economic 
actors are resource integrators 

Implies the context of value creation is 
networks of networks (resource integrators) 

FP10 Value is always uniquely and 
phenomenologically 
determined by the beneficiary 

Value is idiosyncratic, experiential, contextual, 
and meaning laden 

Source: Vargo & Lusch (2008, p. 7). 
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F Cultural dimensions by Hofstede 
 

F.1 Comparison of Denmark, Germany, Sweden and Norway  
 

PDI = Power distance  

IDV = Individualism vs. collectivism  

MAS = Masculinity vs. femininity  

UAI = Uncertainty avoidance  

LTO = Long-term vs. short-term orientation  

IVR = Indulgence vs. restraint  
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F.2 German, Swedish and Norwegian cultural distance to Denmark 
 

The three tables are based on cultural dimension values from http://geert-

hofstede.com/countries.html (retrieved October 7, 2013). The German, Swedish and 

Norwegian values are compared to the Danish. The comparison shows that Germany is 

culturally furthest away from Denmark across five of six cultural dimensions.	   
 
	   DK	   DE	   Difference	  
PDI	   18	   35 17	  
IDV	   74	   67	   7	  
MAS	   16	   66	   50	  
UAI	   23	   65	   42	  
LTO	   46	   31 15	  
IVR	   70	   40	   30 
 
 
	   DK	   SE	   Difference	  
PDI	   18	   31	   13	  
IDV	   74	   71	   3	  
MAS	   16	   5	   11	  
UAI	   23	   29	   6	  
LTO	   46	   20	   26	  
IVR	   70	   78	   8 
 
 
	   DK	   NO	   Difference	  
PDI	   18	   31	   13	  
IDV	   74	   69	   5	  
MAS	   16	   8	   8	  
UAI	   23	   50	   27	  
LTO	   46	   44	   2	  
IVR	   70	   55	   15 
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F.3 Description of the cultural dimensions by Hofstede et al. 
 

Based on Hofstede et al. (2010). 

 

Cultural dimension Definition 

Power-distance Power-distance refers to how accepted and expected 
unequal power distribution is regarded. 

Individualism vs. collectivism Individualistic societies stress personal identity 
while collectivistic societies have a strong sense of 
group community and responsibility. 

Masculinity vs. femininity  In masculine societies gender roles are distinct and 
follow traditional gender patterns while the roles 
overlap in feminine societies. 

Uncertainty avoidance Uncertainty avoidance refers to the preference of 
rules and regulations or acceptance of unknown 
situations. 

Long- vs. short-term orientation  Long-term orientated societies value actions with 
future effects while short-term orientated societies 
focus on the past and present. 

Indulgence vs. restraint Indulgent societies allow relatively free 
gratification of desires while restraining societies 
suppress these with social norms. 
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G Cultural dimensions by GLOBE  
 

G.1 Description of the cultural dimensions by the GLOBE study 
The table is based on House et al. (2004). 

 

Dimensions Description DK 
Practice 

DK 
Value 

DE*  
Practice 

DE* 
Value 

Performance 
orientation 

Refers to the extent to which 
societies vales and reward 
performance and excellence. 

4.22 5.61 4.25 6.01 

Assertiveness 
orientation 

Refers to the degree of 
assertiveness and aggressiveness. 

3.80 3.39 4.55 3.09 

Future 
orientation 

Refers to the degree of valuing 
future-oriented behaviours. 

4.44 4.33 
** 

4.27 4.85 

Humane 
orientation 

Refers to the degree to which 
societies value altruism, fairness 
and generosity. 

4.44 5.45 3.18 
** 

5.46 

Institutional 
collectivism  

Refers to the degree to which 
societies encourage collective 
resource distribution. 

4.80  4.19 3.79  4.82 

In-group 
collectivism 

Refers to the degree to which 
societies value group cohesiveness 
and loyalty. 

3.53 
** 

5.50 4.02  5.18  

Gender 
egalitarianism 

Refers to the degree of clearly 
separated gender roles. 

3.93  5.08 3.10 4.90 

Power 
distance 

Refers to the degree to which 
unequal power distribution is 
accepted and expected. 

3.89 
** 

2.76 5.25 2.54 

Uncertainty 
avoidance 

Refers to the extent to which 
cultures feel comfortable with 
unpredictability or whether they 
prefer orderliness and structure. 

5.22 3.82 5.22 3.32 

* Only West German values are taken into consideration in the table. 

** Lowest scoring country among all 62 societies. 
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G.2 Comparison of Danish and German practices and values 
 

The figure is based on House et al. (2004) 

 

 
 
 
 
  

2	  

3	  

4	  

5	  

6	  

7	  
DK	  (practice)	   DK	  (value)	  
DE	  (practice)	   DE	  (value)	  
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H Cultural dimensions by Trompenaars 
 

A screenshot from the Android app: Culture for Business (Trompenaars, 2013). 
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I Interviewee overview 
 

Interview	  number	   1	   2	   3	   4	   5	  
Thesis	  code	   I01	   I02	   I03	   I04	   I05	  
Mp3	  length	  (mins)	   29	   42	   43	   58	   45	  
Transcript	  pages	   14	   18	   16	   20	   14	  
Interview	  date	   06.06.13	   06.06.13	   06.06.13	   06.06.13	   07.06.13	  
Interview	  location	   My	  place	   02's	  home	   My	  place	   04's	  home	   Public	  
Sex	   Female	   Male	   Female	   Female	   Female	  
Age	   33	   29	   29	   24	   22	  
Occupation	   Unempl.	   Unempl.	   Employee	   Student	   Student	  
Visitor/	  helper	   Visitor	   Helper	   Helper	   Visitor	   Helper	  
Days	  at	  RRT	   1	   6	   6	   5	   6	  
Roskilde	  Fest.	  visits	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0 

 
 
Interview	  number	   6	   7	   8	   9	   10	  
Thesis	  code	   I06	   I07	   I08	   I09	   I10	  
mp3	  length	  (mins)	   22	   32	   40	   32	   36	  
Transcript	  pages	   9	   11	   15	   11	   12	  
Interview	  date	   08.06.13	   08.06.13	   09.06.13	   09.06.13	   09.06.13	  
Interview	  location	   Public	   08's	  home	   Public	   Public	   11's	  home	  
Sex	   Female	   Male	   Male	   Male	   Female	  
Age	   29	   30	   26	   43	   24	  
Occupation	   Employee	   Employee	   Student/	  

self-‐empl.	  
Employee	   Employee	  

Visitor/	  helper	   Visitor	   Visitor	   Visitor	   Visitor	   Helper	  
Days	  at	  RRT	   1	   1	   1	   6	   6	  
Roskilde	  Fest.	  visits	   0	   0	   0	   12	   0 
 
 
Interview	  number	   11	   12	   13	   	   	  

Thesis	  code	   I11	   I12	   I13	   	   	  
mp3	  length	  (mins)	   42	   38	   34	   	   	  
Transcript	  pages	   14	   12	   12	   	   	  
Interview	  date	   12.06.13	   13.06.13	   14.06.13	   	   	  
Interview	  location	   Skype	   Skype	   Skype	   	   	  
Sex	   Female	   Male	   Male	   	   	  
Age	   27	   24	   25	   	   	  
Occupation	   Employee	   Employee	   Employee	   	   	  
Visitor/	  helper	   Helper	   Visitor	   Helper	   	   	  
Days	  at	  RRT	   6	   1	   6	   	   	  
Roskilde	  Fest.	  visits	   3	   0	   1	   	   	  
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J Interview guide 
 

This is the translated version of the originally German interview guide. 

 

 
Briefing 

1. Thank you for taking part in the interview 

2. Part of my master thesis at CBS 

3. Purpose: hear your opinion  

4. Four themes: an experience, RRT, festivals, cultural differences 

5. No right or wrong answers -> honest opinion, I don’t write for RF  

6. Ask if anything unclear 

7. Recording, confidential, interviewee number x 

8. Any questions before we start? 

 
Background information  

1. Age 

2. Occupation 

 

Experiences in general 

1. Please describe a remarkable experience in detail 

2. On a scale of 1-7 (1 very very bad, 7 very very good), how would you rate the 
experience? 

3. Do you sometimes look back upon it?  

 

 
Roskilde Road Trip  
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Remember: no right or wrong answers. This is about YOUR opinion. 

1. How many days were you there? -> Why? 

2. Please describe RRT in detail  

3. Scale 1-7, how do you rate RRT? -> Why? 

Please share some thoughts on the following subjects: 

4. Outdoor kitchen 

5. Workshops  

6. Concerts 

7. Location 

8. Have you thought of RRT afterwards?  

 
RRT <-> RF 

1. What was the purpose of RRT? 

2. What does RRT communicate about RF? 

The purpose of RRT is to promote RF. It should demonstrate that RF is not 

just a music festival but that it is also about arts, installations, community, 

culture, fun, food etc. 

3. Did you get to know anything about RF on RRT? 

4. Are you interested in going to RF? 

 
Festivals in general 

1. Do you consider yourself a festivalgoer? 

2. Why do you like festivals? 

3. Which is your favourite festival? Why? 

 
Your favourite festival 

1. Please describe thoroughly  
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2. Scale 1-7, rate the festival 

3. Do you sometimes think back at the festival? 

 
Poster 

Show poster  

1. Your impression? 

 
Cultural dimensions 

Final theme for today: cultural differences between Danes and Germans.  

1. Have you been to DK? 

2. Do you think DK and DE are culturally different? 

Example: work and money vs. leisure time  

3. How do you assess DK and DE? 

Show map and explain. Does it fit with interviewee’s opinion? 

4. What do you think? 

 

Debriefing 

1. Have asked all my questions 

2. Anything you want to add? 

3. Thank you very much again  

4. Very important for my thesis 

5. Contact if I have further questions? 
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J.1 Interview guide attachment: the Roskilde Festival Poster 
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J.2 Interview guide attachment: the IVR overview 
 

 

 http://www.targetmap.com/viewer.aspx?reportId=6693 (last opened 04.09.13) 
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K Code sheet 
 

 
Code	   Description	   	  

Prior	  

perception	  

This	  code	  pertains	  to	  the	  research	  subjects’	  attitudes	  toward	  

experiences,	  festivals	  and	  Danish	  culture	  and	  how	  it	  affects	  their	  

perception	  of	  both	  the	  staged	  and	  the	  original	  experience	  	  

	  

Entertainment	   This	  code	  pertains	  to	  the	  possibility	  of	  staged	  experiences	  to	  be	  fun	  and	  

entertaining	  

	  

EN
TERTAIN

	  

Basic	  

knowledge	  	  

This	  code	  pertains	  to	  the	  possibility	  of	  staged	  experiences	  to	  mediate	  

basic	  knowledge	  and	  key	  visuals	  

ED
UCATION

	  Values	   This	  code	  pertains	  to	  the	  possibility	  of	  staged	  experiences	  to	  mediate	  

underlying	  values	  

Unintentional	  

messages	  

This	  code	  pertains	  to	  the	  possibility	  of	  staged	  experiences	  to	  mediate	  

unintended	  messages	  

Participants	   This	  code	  pertains	  to	  the	  possibility	  of	  staged	  experiences	  to	  mediate	  

what	  kind	  of	  participants	  take	  part	  in	  the	  original	  experience	  

Sense	  of	  	  

community	  

This	  code	  pertains	  to	  the	  possibility	  of	  staged	  experiences	  to	  allow	  

participants	  to	  get	  a	  sense	  of	  community	  

FEELIN
GS	  

Escapism	   This	  code	  pertains	  to	  the	  possibility	  of	  staged	  experiences	  to	  let	  

participants	  escape	  everyday	  life	  

Atmosphere	   This	  code	  pertains	  to	  the	  possibility	  of	  staged	  experiences	  to	  create	  an	  

atmosphere	  that	  is	  similar	  to	  the	  one	  at	  the	  original	  experience	  

Co-‐creation	   This	  code	  pertains	  to	  the	  possibility	  of	  staged	  experience	  to	  let	  

participants	  feel	  that	  they	  are	  co-‐creating	  both	  the	  staged	  and	  the	  

original	  experience	  

Time	  frame	   This	  code	  pertains	  to	  how	  the	  time	  spent	  at	  a	  staged	  experience	  affects	  

perception	  of	  experiences	  
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L Roskilde Road Trip Survey  
 

This is a translated version of the originally German survey.  

 

 

 

Thank you very much for participating in this short survey!  

The survey is part of my master’s thesis that I am currently writing at Copenhagen 

Business School. All data is treated confidentially and anonymously. 

 

Q1. How many days have you been on Roskilde Road Trip? 

¨ 1 day (this is my first day) 

¨ 2 days (today and one other day) 

¨ 3 days (today and two other days) 

¨ 4 days (today and three other days) 

¨ 5 days (today and four other days) 

¨ 6 days (all six days) 

 

Q2. Did you know that Roskilde Festival stands behind Roskilde Road Trip? 

¨ Yes 

¨ No 
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Q3. Have you been to Roskilde Festival before? 

¨ No 

¨ Yes, one time 

¨ Yes, two times 

¨ Yes, three times 

¨ Yes, more than three times 

 

Q4. Regardless of whether you have been to Roskilde Festival before or not, 
what do you connect to the festival? 

 

 

 

 

 

Totally disagree
 

  

N
eutral 

  

Totally agree 

Danish festival ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

International festival ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

Music ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

Arts ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

Camping ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

Vegetarian food ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

Non-profit ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

Voluntary work ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

Big headliners ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

Up-and-coming music ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

Activities created by the participants ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

The best week of the year ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 
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Q5. Which other festivals have you been to? 

______________________________________________________ 

 

Q6. Did you know that… 

¨ The festival lasts for 9 days? 

¨ That there is a skate park, a swimming pond and a cinema? 

¨ That there is a race with naked people? 

¨ That the musical focus is on up-and-coming music? 

¨ That the entire profit is donated to non-profit organisations? 

¨ That the festival is organised by 32.000 volunteers? 

 

Q7. What is your occupation? 

__________________ 

 

Q8. What is your year of birth? 

__________________ 

 

Q9. What is you gender? 

¨ Female 

¨ Male 

 

Thank you very much for your participation in this survey! 
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M Logos 
 
M.1 Roskilde Road Trip logo 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M.2 Roskilde Festival logo 
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N Interview voice recordings 
 

Please find the Mp3 files of all 13 interviews in the folder “Voice recordings” on the CD 

attached to the back cover.  

 

 

N.1  Interview 01.m4a 
N.2 Interview 02.m4a 
N.3 Interview 03.m4a  
N.4 Interview 04.m4a 
N.4b Interview 04b.m4a  
N.5 Interview 05.m4a 
N.6 Interview 06.m4a 
N.7 Interview 07.m4a 
N.8 Interview 08.m4a 
N.9 Interview 09.m4a 
N.10 Interview 10.m4a 
N.11 Interview 11.m4a 
N.12 Interview 12.mp3 
N.13 Interview 13.mp3  
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O Transcripts 
 

Please find the documents in the folder “Transcripts” on the CD attached to the back cover.  

 

O.1 Transcript 01.docx 
O.2 Transcript 02.docx 
O.3 Transcript 03.docx 
O.4 Transcript 04.docx 
O.5 Transcript 05.docx 
O.6 Transcript 06.docx 
O.7 Transcript 07.docx 
O.8 Transcript 08.docx 
O.9 Transcript 09.docx 
O.10 Transcript 10.docx 
O.11 Transcript 11.docx 
O.12 Transcript 12.docx 
O.13 Transcript 13.docx 


